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CHAPTER I
NATURE OF THE THESIS, PURPOSES, PREVIOUS WORK,
SPECIFIC ELEMENTS TO BE PROVEN, PROCEDURE
AND ESSEt!TIAL DEFINITIONS
I.

GENERAL STATEMElfr ON THE NATURE OF THE THESIS
Human personality, reflected by sensorial, intel-

lectual, and attitudinal elements which constitute the
basis of literature, is expressed in the linguistic
'
..
structu?'es of each unique language in utterances, statements, and communications.

The ratio of the elements of

mind, heart, and body are not only compact but fused as
can be seen in relating the clues-to the title which is
evidenced by compression of the short story.

All the

clues are related to the title in terms of sensory, intellectual and emotive tone.

In the work

of any writer of

short stories there will have to be a· minimum threshold
of intensity.
Although attention here is directed to Eudora Welty 1 s
short stories which contain necessarily all expressive
aspects of personality, and whi;e this ratio will be dis-·
covered generally in the short stories overall, the fact
that the stories are Neogothic in nature may result in

to the emotive theory of Plucllik.

3
His theory will be modi-

fied to provide a measure of dominant states and of intellectual intensity within tho states of emotion such. as Joy 9
fear, happiness, anger, pensiveness, and apprehension·.

Such gross structures as the adjective and tho adverb shift, uses of the English

verb~

and

transfor~ations

will differentiate the kind and quantity of sensory, cpnceptual, and emotive expressions.

These measurements

~ill

attempt to define the short stories as epic, trag1c 9 melodramatic? or comic with the realization that eschatology
and comedy are incompatible.

Therefore the results should

indicate a patterned proportion among the tripartitesaspects
of personality in her short storj.es and should reveal tho

unique nature of the Neogothic language expressions and
communications as evidenced in 20th century English and
American talents.

II.

PURPOSES

This thesis is used to demonstrate that an ·orderly
attaclc on the language of the modern short story can reveal
the ratio of the heart 9 mind 9 and body and should reveal
the specific intensity of one to the other.

This ratio

should be revealed by the various speakers in the various

short stories of Eudora Welty.

They should show the con-

sistent findings of the expected that all the speakers in
all the short stories operating within a predictable range
QUSt be related back to the art of the one who brought
them into being--Eudora Welty.
Two peripheral considerations must be brought into
play.

Whether this notion linguistically expressed is a

result of the conscious deliberation on the author's part,
or whether the ratio is established through these patterns
not known or subconscious or in terms of Eudora Welty plus a
collateral purpose, one of the purposes will be to see
whether these elements of personality are ambiguous in that
they could, possibly operate on both conscious and subconscious levels of the mind.
Other purposes, incidentally, will focus on identifying the elements that go to make up the Neogothic expressions of philosophy.

As a

means to the end indicated in

the title, the theo?'Y and practical application of the
psychological theory of emotions must be shown to be relevant giving a final intellectual judgment of the emotive

e le men ts •
III.

PREVIOUS WORK THAT HAS BEEN DO!fE IM

THE FIELD

There have been many theses written of various aspects

s
of personalit:y found in various writ:ers particularly among
English poets.

This list could prove to be exhaustive.

Other than a thesis by Emmett 0 1 Grady on sensory, conceptual, and emotive qualities in Robert Louis Stevenson's
short stories and essays, no work among these particular
elements has been done on the short story level, at least
on the doctoral level.

There is no evidence of any

research on any thesis level done through explication or
through any other linguistic attack on a short story writer
and his material.
We are able to survey the whole of Miss Welty 1 s

-

-

career by examining A Season Of Dreams by Professor Alfred
Appel, Jr.

.

One significant fact recorded by Mr. Appel is

that, in spite of her deep attachment to the region,
Miss Welty has no tied commitment to the South as a result
of her having immediate ancestral roots in Ohio and West
Virginia~

Hr. Appel 1 s method is primarily an explication

of the short stories in which he discusses Miss Welty 1 s
imagery and makes much of the symbols he encounters.
Again we find Miss Welty spoken of as an author of
universal vision by Mr. William M. Jones.

He also states

that Eudora Welty has been working toward a fusion of the
universal mythic elements embodied in the various culture-

G

heros with the particular region which she knows best
first-hand.
"A Worn Path" has been rather thoroughly examined
by Neil D. Isaacs and determined by him as "road" literature dealing with the struggle to achieve a definite goal:
the completion of the journey from the beginning, the incidents determining the middle, and the end of the road.
IV.

SPECIFIC ELEMENTS TO BE PROVEN

This thesis is written with the conviction that the
reader can still enjoy and appreciate literature even
while having been shown that tho specific assertions which
have been made can be proven through the very nature of its
kinds, specifically the short story which is receiving an
abundance of popularity among present-day writers as well
as the reading public.

What must be proven is .the nature

of the term "tleogothic" and the term as relevant and pertinent to Eudora Welty.

Eachatologioal elements must be

shown as a pe.rt of Heogothic structure.

One essential step

to be achieved through ways of proof, will be an assessment
of the meaning of the titles and structures,

Emotive,

intellectual, and sensory elements can be reduced to the
clues.

Through an analysis of certain short stories of

7

Eudora Welty, the thesis will show that certain sentence
patterns can be linked to genres of literature such as
tragedy.
be

Pluchipk's applicability of emotional theory can

shown to be practicable.

Another specific line of proof

which will be involved and shown must be evidenced that the
speakers in her ahoJ:'t stories, while not the same people as
Eudora Welty,

ope~ate

consistently within the style that

seems to be hers.
Essential through ways of proof, will be an assessment of the meaning of the titles and structures.

First,

we will define clearly the nature of literature and the
problem of the short story as considered from a linguistic
point of view.

To be proven is that the story, itself, in
...
the language of its composition is that which must provide

the meaning.

We will stress through this thesis that the

story yields its.own impressions as gained from his immediate psychologi?al field through which he might evaluate
the story at the moment of reading.

This thesis grants that

a piece of writing, in order to be olassified as literature,
must have an author, tho piece of writing itself, and a
reader of the writing.
The term "Noogothic" has been ascribed to the style
and content of Eudora Welty by various modern critics.

We

9
Emotive, intellectual, and sensorial elements can be
reduced to clues through close attention to the words themselves, and can determine that the short story must rest
upon its words as denotative and connotative.

Any short

story must be read against experience in life which is subsumed in terms as "romantic", "classical", "rationalistic",
or "naturalistic", or "existential".

We must prove that

the reader be saved from his own sensory, intellectual,
and emotive biases.

We must take into consideration that

no story can deal with anything ,other than the emotions
and volitions of the heart; reason, thought and speculation
of the mind; and matter, material things, and the senses of
the body,
We will find that, at the heart of the short stories
of Eudora Welty, generally, there will be some inward conflict that isolates the characters into loneliness with
their private identities held secret from the world.

Pay-

ing close attention to emotive, sensorial, and intellectual elements leading to the clues will reveal that good
form in word, tone, and movement will be found in her short
stories.

Her characters have come.to an overwhelming real•

ization of some important conscious reality man has of life,
and of life after death.

lO
The story, itself, in the language of its composition
is that which must provide the meaning, that which will, in
the final analysis• provide the ratio of man's triparte personality as l:'eVealed in her certain short stories.

We will

move to save the reader from hie own immediate psychological
field through which he evaluates the story as he is impressed
at the moment of reading.

One goal of this thesis is to

gather, carefully, clues which fut'nish grounds for the
reader's imagination and to relate the clues to the title of
the short story.

The essential factor is that the reader

piclcs out key statements that consider the physical, intellectual, and spiritual elements involved.

To be determined

is whethe?' Hiss Welty writes what she feels or thinks about
eome phase of life interpretable only through the mind,
heart, and body and the extent to which she skillfully uses

the short story to reveal a

fundamen~al

man's inne:r o:r outer l"E!sponses to life.

truth about either
Also subject to

proof is that man faces expe?>iences from three points of
view and that there can be no experience apal:"t from intellectual, sensory, and emotive aspects.

Attention will also

be called to the faot that in no one man at any one moment

are each of the three elements at work in equal force.
Through an analysis of Eudora Welty•s cel'tain short

11

stories the fact will' be revealed that certain sentence.

patterns can be related to'the elements of personality
and' that these patterns can·be linked to genres of literature such as short stories with t.ragic elements.

We

shall take a look at Miss Welty's objectivity in the way
she can look at her characters witpout being taken in .by
them as she shows·u~. why they act·as· they do.
The applicability of Pluchik 1 s emotional theory
can be shown to be practicable in analyzing the statements and actions of the various characters found in· these
short stories.

Pluchik.1 s theory will be a -new

analysis and a synthesis

of

I

p1'oOes~

'

'

of' " ·

the complex emotions of every-' ·

day life.
Another specific line of proof which will be involved and shown.must be evidenced that the speakers in
'

'.'

her· shor·t stories, while not the' same as Eudora l'lel ty,

operate

consistently.withi~

the style

t~at

seems to be

hers.
V.

PROCEDURE

This thesis will be constructed through six procedural steps.

The first step is ·the" setting up of the en-

tire thesis which will be found in Chapter One.

A general

statement is offered as to the nature of this work. The .thesis
'

.

12

includes a number of purposea of both a specific and
general nature.

A brief survey is made as to what work

has been done previously in this field.

In addition to

procedural methods, specific elements to be proven are
offered in addition to procedural methods.

Concluding

Chapter One is a list of definitions of terms that are of
crucial concern to this thesis t

"literature," "Neogothio •'1

"eschatology," "short story," "sensory," "intellectual,"
and "emotive elements 1 11 "termination of seriousness 1 11
"beliefs and attitudes," "immediate psychological field,"
and "purr and snarl" words.

Valid for this specific

thesis 0 the second step will involve linguistic patterns
of sounds and sentences indicating the tone of "tragic 0 "
"melodramatic,n "epic," "comic," and terms uniquely "Neogotll.io,11.

Step Three involves conte_nt, method, and tech-

··'.;:

nique of determining range of meaning in titles, and clues
to support the titles,
as
,

~e

call them senaorial, atti-

tudinal, and objective conclusions as to meanings most
consistent in each story.

Step Four involves some statis-

tical evidence following from the other step as to the
ratios of these elements.

In Step Five is stated and

applied Pluohick's Emotional Theory to the findings of
Step Four.

The final step, a summary, contains material

13

which goes to the

~uestion

of the verification of the

findings, resulting in a final answer.
VI•

DEFINITIOH OF TERMS

The following definitions, as relevant to literature, to;l.'!ir.be
readet> 1 and to guiding the reader, are used
' .·-i~>;\!=-~ .
for the specific purposes enunciated:
Seriousness.

Seriousness, from a litera?'y and

linguistical point of view, is a term employed to show the
I

relation between the agent and his actiona ae character is
molded through cwnulative experiences which make concrete
the increasing involvements in conflicts or cris•s.

The

language structures' reflect emotive intensities in proportion to the increasing complex interactions of the individual with the outside world-and the individual within
himself.

When the intrigue 'can be reversed or comes to

nothing, while the character

is

not aestroyed, the results

terminate in comedy or comic elements relevant to a short

sto?'y 9 whereby the comic character retains the same
character elements of a self-deceptive appearance.

Comic

traits are basic because they generate superficial or
~ccidental

ference.

relations that in the end do not make any difFrom the specific viewpoint of this thesis, the

15
Literature.

Literature is that form of oral or written

communication which furnishes language carrying grounds for
the reader's imagination all resulting in the thinking with
feeling about things, places, events, people, and ideas.
Literature gives the felt .qua.lities of experiences and reveals universal truths through giving of literal truth on
the primary level.

Likewise, literature resulting in a con-

notative.meaning. involved .on the

~econdary l~vel

of the sen-

tence, is true to human. nature as seen in terms of expectancy,
surpri'se.and·congruency.
Expectancy in literature involves the dictionary
values..:-denotative values--of words, phrases, and sentences containing words, that are known to the majority
of readers as common to man and to his exper.iences of intellect, senses and volitions.
common words,

ph~ases,

By "surprise" is meant that

or sentences are stated in such ways

and forms of expression that the common denotative value
is rendered uncommon to the reader's thoughts, emotions
and senses.

"Congruency" is a term rel:evant to the point

of agreement or harmony in the expectancy and the surprise
whereby ·the reader 1 s. imagination has be.en motivated into
action, and he experiences an emotion quite in keeping
with man and experience in the light of the qualities of
his total personality--mind, heart, and body.

16

Neogothio.

'l'he term "Gothiou originally referred to

the prose genre that was popular in Europe during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

Introducing the shift

from rationalism to romantioism. the Gothic writers of western Europe busied themselves with things inexplicable•
violent, grotesque and supernatural.

Edgar Allen Poe popu-

'.._1

larized the Gothic genre

in

America.

Eudora Welty, employ-

·"

ing Gothic lll8tbods along

wit~

grotesque qualities, justifies

-

her use of these techniques by stating that life is strange
and that stories only make the reader's concept of life more
believable or inevitable.

'l'he American trend toward a

belief that happiness is the nortnal form of existence and
the American genre having an almost fanatical resistance to
any contrary beliefs have resulted in the necessity for such
writers as Eudora Welty who use potent grotesque and gothio
elements in order to make a dent on those individuals who
hear but do not heed--and on those who are able to see, but
remain blind to man• a relationship to modern society and the
existence of God,
Eschatology,

The term eschatology pertains to certain

aspects of man's reaction to a religious theme or to the
"doctrine of last things", such ae punishment, reward, sin 9

-,

17

death, judgment, soul, Heaven, and hell.

The word "escha-

tology" involves the belief in man's direct relationship to
the universe and to life after death.

The question of

Eternal Time is important and pertinent to eschatologioal
sense of relating sin, good, evil, punishment, Heaven, and
hell in man 1 s conscience:

in eschatology he finds a con-

cept of immortality as he suffers.
ShoX't Story.

The short story is "short" in compari-

son with, or contrasted to, the novel or biography.

The

short story excludes all the diversified, episodic, and
inclusive qualifications of the novel except the single
impression, incident, or abstraction.
incidents and minor incidents.

The novel has main

The shoX't stot>Y must have

the crucial experience, the one main event, and a unifying
view of all pa?'ts of human personality.

The writer of the

short stot>Y may state successfully, religion or love as his
main thesis since man is occupied with either a love
interest or a l'elig!ous interest.

The novel is diffuse and

centrifugal; where the shoX't story is intense and centripetal.

The short story concentrates all emotive states or

all conceptualized states in linguistic economy, an economy
which reveals itself in syntactical structures.

That is

per phonographemic unit there is more intensity per grapheme

18

than is true of the novel.

As with the rest of the literary

format from a linguistical point of vie~ the title is allom'braoivs.

Every statement in the story will reflect to a

varying degree, a relation to the title in either a positive, negative, or neutral manner.

The reader responds to

a positive title with a "purr" eraotion, while a negative
rse.ction to title words· is an emotion termed as a "snarl".
If the words• phrases 1 ox- words cons ti tuti'ng the sentences
produce neither

positiv~1or

neaativa reactions to the title,

the response is construed as neutral.
The short story centers on plot or on tho develop-

ment. of character, .but modern shol."t storiest dating from
about 1927, or fifty yearn ago, tend to place the emphasis
on man's inner life, and on the inner ASpeots of his
personality.

Tho ingredients of the shot't story include

the raw materials of human experience, or from the individual as micro-oosrnic to a univeraal truth as macroaosmic.
The modern short etot'}' provides a picture view of man's

problems within

hi~aelf

such au a battle between his con-

scious realizations and the pressing reality
of the world
."
of the conscious or sub-conscious.
between

lll.!n

Thero can be conflicts

and hie supernatural world.

Ho either denies

its existence or he accepts and argues about its manner of
egietence.

The conflicts of rnsn can involve one emotion

19

against another or one idea against anothe:r:
meroy• happiness, or equality.

justice,

-: 0

Man's conflicts are 9 also,

derived from his four powerful basic drives:

these drives

are expressed as love of security; love for affection;
love for adventure; and love for power.

These drives

e:dst in each human being.

Myth. Many modern Wl'itera
dealing with man's religious nature.

make

use of the myth in
Myth and religion

relate only to man who makes individual decisions as he
chooses good or evil operating through his power of reason

and ft'ee will.

Myths are truths presented through symbols.

The modern writers use myths symbolically through the
emotional nature of man.

knowledge.

Myths work in opposition to

Funeral rites, rituals, totem poles, and

Christian oommunion services balance heavily against the
idea of death without resurrection.

Man has a negative

reaction to the concept of death through his employment of
myth at the moment when he is redeemed from sin.

According

to many philosophet's certain themes occur. that cente!' about
magical numbers such as 3-5-7-.

Eudora Welty consistently

araploys the number "3" in rnany of her stories,

The

immortal myth is central to the nature of man and his basic
drives.
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Symbolism.

A literary symbol is a particular and

universal vehicle in which the dominant factor is ·always
linking the physical world with the·metaphysical world.
Writet'S make use of symbols to represent something invisible, as an idea, a quality; an emblem 0 as the lion is
a symbol of courage.

A syll'.bol cannot be ae great as the

thing which is symbolized.
of a whole idea.

A symbol is only a f:N!.gment

Symbols stand for what people have come .

to accept as representative of a person, place, idea,
institution, or event, whereas a sign, such as a.cloud·
bringing rain,· is a perm!lnent part of the real physical
world•-not discovered by man.

Symbolism adds new value

to an object or an .act without

vic~ating

historical validity.

A linguistic

its illllllediate or

symbol~

as distinct from

a literary symbol, is shown in expressing the smallest linguistical unit.

In writing

op

printing, a conventional

sign, such as a character» a letter, or an abbreviation used
instead of a word or words• is used to repNsent phonetics
'

or sounds.

.

'

A phoneme 1 being a speech sound or a group of

like or related speech sounds, is a symbol.

A morpheme is

defined as that linguistic unit which. contains the smallest
meaningful

e·l~ment

of a word.

A word is a symbol embracing

free morphemes t combinations of bound morphemes , or a
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humanitarianism.

This point of view results in a philosophy

of literature known as romanticism.

Finally the author works

from the intellectual part of man's basic personality which
involves the mind and reason.

The viewpoint leads ,to the

philosophy of literature-termed as rationalism.
Sentiment, attitudes, §J}Q-beliefs.

Sentiment is that

form of emotive response of a person on a temporary occasion
to a single event or happening.
ing, thought, action, or a

The response may be a feel-

combination of these elements.
-

The single responses, accumulating, eventually add up to an
attitude which results in a character's more perinaneht feeling, opinion, action, commitment or rejection with regard
to objects, ideas' and emotive states.

An attitude

~s

brought about by a continuous occurrence of sentimental
sequences.

Character is developed from the emerging unity

among his attitudes, all leading to the change in the character that can be spoken of apart from any particular
object.

Attitude is developed more quickly in the short

story than in other forms of literature and involves an
emotion in beliefs.

That state of mind of one who as-

sents to something for acceptance, and believing in that
which presents no certitude is known as a "belief".
i

One

has a beeief when there is a conviction or a persuasion
,,
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of proposed truths which cannot be proven by ordinary or
h~man

methods.

A belief is a pattern of meanings of things.

In common with beliefs, attitudes
can be conceived of as inteygration-mediating between the fundamental psychological processes and action. Beliefs and
attitudes give personality to the function
of an individual.l
-

-

When man is subjected to auspicious occasions which
result in states of high tension, there is- forthcoming a
development of attitudes toward objects, people, events or
ideao.
Immediate psychological field.

Immediate psychologi-

cal field is of pertinent importance in interpreting any
particular piece of literature.

This psychological element

is defined as all pest neural experiences of the individual, coupled with the physical conditions which the
individual is experiencing at that particular moment, in
addition to whatever has been brought to hia attention at
that time.

The psychological field of the person is highly

complex, due to the very intricacy of the given situation
and to the overlapping of several situations occuring
1Krech., and Richard

s.

Problems of Social Psycholo!v.
Company~ Inc., 1948), p. 15 •

..

,:,

Crutchfield. Theory and
New York: McGra1o1-Hi!r Book

simultaneously, including those involving the future and the
past.
Such complexity would result in chaotic
behavior, save for the organization of the person 'a needs, demands, and goals in such a way
that there are priorities and hierarchies of
importance among them. The integration of needs,
demands. and goals is accomplished through the
development of a system of ideals, values, and
idejology within the individual, which guides
and organizes the competing emotions.2 ·
The individual pays mot'El attention to some situations
than he does to others as he is more deeply motivated.

The

situations affect him by their varying degrees of potency.
Purr and snarl words.

Words are power.

The author

can make his paragraphs purr or snarl by his choice of
words.

Convictions are voiced by the use of emotion packed

words in each paragraph.

Words spell danger, safety, love,

hate, peace, and other emotive states as the reader responds
emoti'onally to the personality of the words.

"Snarl" is

induced by a reaction to "despicable", while "p_urr" is a
state of emotion which is produced by a "likeable" reaction.
A particulal" scene in a story can ba reported from a "snaI>l"
viewpoint or from a "purr" viewpoint.

The purpose of the

viewpoints differ· as the writer wishes to convey specific
kinds of emotions.
2Krech., and Richard s. Ct>utchfield.
Problems of Social Psycholop;y. (New York:
Company, Ync., 1948), P•/5~

Theory and
HcGraw-l'I!!l Book

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Since linguistics, as a scientific study of how a
part'ioular language works through structure, function, and
meaning, is of fairly recent origin, we must orient ourselves to the close observance of the various sounds of
American English in identifying certain elements of sense,
sensation, and sensibility as they occur in the short
stories of Eudora Welty.
I.

LITERATURE TO BE APPLIED

.The language structure as it unfolds ia immediately
shown and seen in the language we hear, and speak, and
read, and write.

The ideas of this thesis are based prin-

cipally on the worids of the short stories themselves in
which occur· the various patterns of English sounds and
sentences.

The study.of these sounds and patterns is

central to linguistic science,

If the reader first puts

meaning aside and looks at the patterns. he will find
himself on more solid ground as he deals with the material
at hand.

Grammarians, as linguists, share the basio

premise that sentences have structure and system.

We
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utilize the system of our language when we speak by
putting together words·and pieces of words called morphemes.
Whether a word or sound does or does not occur in a
given pattern of speech is easily discernible,

Linguis-

tics, being primarily concerned with the lanp,uage as a
system, can show the system only through the study of speech
sounds and patterns,

Speech phonemes are studied on the

emic level but are analyzed on the etic level,

The etic

level of speech sounds labels or categorizes the various
parts as related to their function·s to the whole part in
the ernic system;
The sounds of speech are correlated with features of the world
around us and when, we, ourselves play·
the role of hearers, we react to them,3
In the short stories of Eudora Welty we enter the
field of literature by givinp, attention to the emotive notes
of sensibility as well as the assertions of conceptual
statements which are found among her characters,

The reader

will be enabled by her language to enteract with close
proximity to the sounds of sense and sensibility in the

York:
p. 31,

3Robert A, Hall, Introductory Lin~uistics, (New
Chilton Books, A Division of Chilton Company, 1964),
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utterances of her- varied Neogothic Southern characters.
The language of the· short stories will reveal the moods,

the social status and origin of the individuals of whom
she speaks.
Thia thesis recognizes that languap,e, being a system

of articulated sounds, is able to carry force of sense and
sensibility, depending on the order of the intonation of
sentence patterns.

'l'he normal patterns and their trans-

formations indicate shifts in the ratios of sensorial,
attitudinal, and intellectual elements of the short story
characters.

There being only four basic sentence patterns

from which sentences generate to an infinite number of
sentences the minimal linguistic utterance is considered
to be of at least basic value.

Language is human behavior

reflected throueh the forty-five phonemes; morphemes, the
basic meaning-bearing units of

langua~e

patterned out of

phonemes.; and the relationship of· morphemes to each other
in the sentence identified as syntax.
II.

LINGUISTIC PATTERNS OF SOUND MAY EFFECT
SENSE, SENSATION,

Al~D

SENSIBILITY

The reader must orient himself to the task of distinguishing the various sounds of American English in order to
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identify certain elements of sense, sensation, and sensibility in the expressions of phonemes, which constitute a
fade-fall utterance.

Patterning exists in the organization

of consonant systems such as the phonemes of "l" in
"/L/eota '

"s/l/apped ' "

11

11

b/l/ ack '

11

11

11
c/l/oud •·" "fa/11/in"'
c-••

"F/l/e.tcher," "b/l/ood," "crue/11," which produce an effect
of melancholy in the short story "Petrified Man."

ARain,

we find sounds carrying tones of melancholy in the

11

m11

sound in "s/1/ammed 9 " "whi/m/per, 11 "/m/idnight, 11 "drea/m/ed," "s/m/oke,"
"lrn/oving."

11

/m/otionless,~'

"pal/ml," "/m/ourn," and

Phone111es, beini:; the smallest class of signifi-

cant speech sounds, are the basic sound units of lanP,UaRa•
In sounding phonemes intonation is basic to our languaF,e.
A morpheme, an

indivia~ble

languap.e element patterned out

of phonemes, can include word bases (roots>, prefixes,
suffixes, and word-form changes.

The following definition

is given of a word:
A word is rou17,hly a unit of
such that any division of
it will produce some part that cannot
stand alone, at least not without a
·chan~e of meaning:
"law" can stand
alone, but "un" and "ful" cannot.II
lan~uage

l!Monroe c. Beardsley. Aesthetic$.
Harcourt Brace and Company 1 l9S13), p. 116.

(New York:
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A bound morpheme such as "pro" and "un" i:nust combine

..

with a free morpheme such as "claim" and p,;entle '~respec"."
tively.

Sound is said to reinforce the sense.

The

simplest sort of oonnec;tion.·_·found ·in- word_s in which the
sound.is designated by the word is evidenced by words such
as "whirlppol," "b~zz •" . "s;)a;p, 11 and "sli.ther."
'

'

As 'the read$r moves' into.· the linr;uistic patterns of ·
sound which may effect: sens"l, sensibility, or sensation,
"
.
we find that, if· the adverb, which normally occupies the
fourth posit~on in a given sentence, is shifted to a
prenominal slot' . the result will be a slowing down of the
speed of the sentence producinff,. less emotive force and conaequently allowl~9 md?1G . ~imo. for thought and sense valuation.
There is taken into account the fact that different parts
of speech by structure-may occupy the fourth position, but
if they occupy the fourth slot

~hey

function as adverbs

and produce a reaction of greater'emotive intensity:
You

go to hell, ca~fieid.·5
..

SEudora Welty. "The Petrified Man," Selected
Stories. (Hew Yorks The Modern Library, Ran8om.House,

1943), P• 23.
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Here is a clear example, of Sentence Pattern I employing, the pr.onoun "you" as the· subject of the verb "go"
:with a

~,(null)

predicate and "to hell" a's an adverbial

phrase occupying. the fourth position in the statement.
"To," structured as a noun marker,, points out the presence of a noun to follow which in this case is "hell. 11
The word "hell" is identified as a noun since there can
be more or less of it; hell has qualities; and there can ·
be more than· one hell--plural.

The word "hell" can also.

show possession--Hell's Ang~ls.
Another example points out

sentenc~

pattern I I

which consists ,of NP~ Vt +NP+ (Adv):
.

.

Solomon carried Livvy twenty-one miles.6
Solomon, the nominal, occupies first position in
the subj{!ct; the verb "carried" drops into the second
slot; "Livvy" the noun phrase object of the transitive
ve'rb "carried" fall~ into the third position.

The words

"twenty" and "one" are structured as adjectives denoting
numerical quantity and "miles" shows, _by its plural form,
the structure of a noun. However, since these words "twenty

6p1erre Corneille. The Cid. The Classic Theatre.
Edited by Eric Bently. (New York: Doubleday & Company,
Inc., 1961), p. 8.
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one milos" points out where Livvy was carried, thC!Y operate as adverbs of location tn the fourth basic position
in the sentence,

If the adverbial elements are.transfor-

mations the result .will be one.of increased sense value
or thought provocation.
Sense patterns in sentences are more pronounced
and truer to -epic literature as 'is

de~onstrated

by the

following examples from Tpe Cid and The Odyssey:
From musty books princes learn false prides.7
The adverbial element, "from musty books:" traditionally
termed a prepositional phrase, is a transformation from
the.norl!lal pattern order of the fourth position.

Since

the phrase thus appears pronominal, the speed of the
statement is slowed which results in greater sense perception and less emotive power:
In.my own court, he seeks to mock m:y reign.8
Another prepositional phrase eruployed as an adverbial is

"In my own court" ·which determines the verb "seeks." This
adverbial phrase of

loc~tion,

shifted to the left of the

7Ibid., p,22.
8Pierre Corneille. The Cid. ~Classic Tpeatre.
Edited by Eric Bently. (New York: Doubleday & Company,
Inc., 1961), p. 8.
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subject and 'the verb. results in a transformation whereby
the emotive force is decreased as the phonological tempo
of the'statement is checked1

How free from strife, when
strength is gone, is he who loses
life!9
Working as an adjectival phrase determining "he•" "who
loses life" allows more time for reflective thought as a
result of its post nominal poaition:
Mow Zeus, gatherer of the clouds,
Aroused the north ~ind against our ships.10
As the adjective phrase is located to the right of the

determined noun, the statement has weaker emotive tone.
The language of the Odyssey is mannish. heavy, and couched
in majestic words and expressions which help to articulate
the story with more powerful

force~

As this thesis moves

from the discussion of sounds of sense as found in traditional literature, the!'a is evidence of a hit of epic
quality in "A Worn Path" in which Welty discusses the
universal theme of man in the character of the old negro
woman, Phoenix Jackson, as she faces the future:

9!bid., P• 22,
10u1~sses

ing.

(Nework:

and The Cvclopst The Odyssev. Basic Readl965)t P• !ii'r.

-:r: ir.-Lippincotti'.!Ompany,
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On she went. The woods were
deep and still ••• Down in the hollow
was the mourning dove. "Up throu~h
the pines," she said at length. "Now
down through the oaks. 11 11
The tone of sense is shown by the heaviness of the words
11

woods9" "deep," "still," "mourning," and "oaks."

The

predicate adjectives "deep" and ttstill" denote lens emotive
force.

"On" occupies a transformed position 0 as well as

"Down in the hollow."

Old Phoenix transcands her region's

geographical boundaries as her life and endurance is
aented to represent all mankind.
Worn Path. 11

pre~

The tone is slow in "The

The name "Phoenix" shows strength and

endurance brought about by the hardships. and problems
with which she has been faced as an immortal representation
of the negro 1 s spirit.

There is a sense of the poetic in

the language of Phoenix as she talks to herself:
I bound to go.· •• The timo come
roun •••• My senses is gone. I too old.
I the oldest people I ever know. Dance,
old scarecrow, while I dancin~ with you.12

llEudora \felty. "A Worn Path," Selected Stories.
(Uew York: The Modern Library. Random House, 1943) 1

P• 276.

l2Eudora Welty. "A Visit of Charity," Selected
Stories. (New York1 The Modern Library, Random House,

1§4:35,

P• 279.

The light feminine sounds of
temperrnent.

"i"

appeal to thEl female

However, there is a snarl tone evidenced by

such expressions as "foxes," "tI"ial," "chains" and "1dld
hogs."

The· author is dealing with a woman but she uses

masculine te!'l!ls which result in a gothic effect:
Thorns, you doing your appointed work,13
Phoenix Jackoon's responses are g$nerally positive in
nature which results in emotions of a purr tone.
attitudes are good.

Her

Attitudes involve beliefs which are

ably expressed by the old woman's courage as she faces her
twelve labors.

The ending of the story is not final but

continues in medias res.

The epic search is timeless.

TI>agic qualities are shown in Eudora Welty's short
etories, "A Visit Of Chel'ity," "The Key,"
"Flowel's for Marjorie."

0

Livvy," and

Tragic characters are involved in

the complexity of life's problems.

In °A Visit of Charity"

the inmates of the Old Ladies Home are isolated by time and
represent the author's view of human isolation which may be
called the tragic aspect.

l3rbid., p.211.
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The old woman, still with that
terrible, square smile, stamped on her
bony face was waiting. The old woman
in bed said nothing at all, and she
did not look around.1 11
The two old ladies, labeled and set apart in the
Old Ladies UomG, picture: the uselessness of aged people
forced by time into isolation and loneliness.

Again tragic

qualities of isolation are found in "The Key" as the deaf
and dumb couple strive to find a reason for living and
hoping.

The deaf man's hope is provided by the key in the

titlet
And suddenly in the dark the small
sliding key had appeared. You could se_e
memo:ry seize hill face, twist it and hold
it.15
Albert is filled with hope.

He is not defeated as he hides

the key secretly in his pocket.

Tragic qualities of

liter~

aturc can be applied to regional short stories if the charactet's have admirable qualities; if they struggle against
their doom; if they have a sequence of misfortunes,

True

tragedy will involve the death of tho.he'l:'O aftet' the moment

lllEudora Welty. "A Visit of Charity," Selected
Stories. (Mew York: Tho Modern Library~ Random House,

194!4).-p. 222.

15walty.

"Clytie."

,..I.-h;;;;i.;;d.;.•.:.• P• 160.
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of recognition of his downfall is terminated.

In testing

for the qualities of tragedy in Eudora Welty's short story,
ttClytie," there is evidence of revolt against society as
the heroine withdraws within herself.

The retreat from

the world seems terrifying:
And indeed it was with th& patience
almost of a beast that Miss Clytie stood
there in the rain and stuck her long empty
arms out as from her sides, as if she was
waiting' fo:r> someone to come along the t'Oad
and drive her to shelter.16
Again the moment of recognition comes to her when she
realizes her hopeless existence as she looks into the rain
barrel:
When Old Leathy found her, she had
fallen forward into the barrel, with her
poor lady-like black-stockin~ed legs upended and hung apart like a pair of tongs.17
Too late, Clytie recognizes the face and disaster overtakes
her.
Eudora Welty employes the use of the comic elements
in her short: sto:r>ies in which she seems to .feel that the
irrational, inexplicable are inherent in hwnan existence
and that comedy and tragedy are two views of life which

York:

l6Eudora Welty. "Clytie, 11 Selected Stories. (Mew
The Modern Library, Random House, 1943), P• 160.
l7Ibid~, P• 178.
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touch each other in hwnan experiences.

This sense of com-

edy adjoining terror is literally present in "A Curtain of
Green" with Mrs. Larkin madly gardening on one side of the
hedge while her neighbors gossip on the other.
To the neighbors gazing down frorn their upstairs
windows it had the appearance of a sort of jung~E3.,
in whicb. the slight, heedless form· of :l:ts owner
daily lost itself ••• 18
The adjectival element,

11

gazing down, 11 and the
. '

'

..

adje!?t~ve

.

'

phrase "from their upstairs vlindot'ls," as well as the adjective clause "in. which the slight heedless_form of its
owner daily lost . . itself"
show pronounced
qualities
of emo'
, . . .
.
.
'
' .
. . '
tive force by occupying prenominal positions •. Mrs. ·Larkin
~

_,

seems to be the plaything of the secret jokers·who _can·
.

'

'

. . ..

'

.

..

...

.

,

'

'

'

separate her protective curtain.
The use of the Neogoth1c or gro.te.squ_e_ mo_des .i.n. the

fiction of Eudora Welty
is persistent
i.s. ,e:ven
. .
. .
. and ' perhaps
.
more noticeable today than when her Vll'itings
began
.
. first
.
.
'

'

to appear.

This may be due to the antics
. . . of. ' the mod~r11
'
.
generation which strives to rei'ute all ideas
.. . . . contrary
. . . to
'

'

the present normal goals of pleasure seeking.

'

Startiµig

18F.udora Welty. "A curtain of Graen; 11 ·se1ected ·
Stories. (Mew York: The Modern Library, Ra~dom .Hql?-f;Q,
1943)~ P• 212.
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events must be presented in order to be noticed admidst
the tumult of present-day activities.

Grotesque is

characterized by the discription of human beings in
nonhuman terms.

Grotesque seems most compatible with

modern sensibility and resides

in ordinary everyday lives.

"A Curtain of Green" points to the origin of the
word "grotesque" in the late fifteenth century Italy.

The

"Rrotesque" initially· referred to a style of ornamental
wall painting comprised of monstrous foliages
Within its borders of hedge,
high like a wall, and visible only
from the upstairs windows of the
neighbors, this slanting, tangled
garden, more and more oval" abundant
and confusin~, must have beoome so
familiar to Mrs. Larkin that quite
possibly nv now ehe was.unable to
conceive of any other place.19
The g1:0otesque idea is reflected by the confused

state of the g<'lrden as Mrs. Larldn 1 s frail, figure tries to
find her way in the jungle which represents the actual
physical world1

l9Eudora Welty. "A Curtain of Green." Selected
Stories. (New York: The Modern Library, Random House,
1943), P• 212.
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Every morning she might be
observed walking slowly, almost timidly,
out of the white houses wearin~ a pair
of the untidy overalls, often with her
hair streaming and tangled where she
had neglected to comb it,20
Mrs, Larkin's uncombed hair, rolled up overalls, and
general grotesque appearance underscores her suffering as
she ti-ies in her self-imposed isolation to find a•· refuge,
and an answer to the death of her husband,

She is be-

wildered because she cannot solve the mystery of the finite
and infinite powers which may or may not control man.
Again 9 we· find the mode of grotesque qualities employed a.s
Neogothic in Welty'a story, "Petrified Han,"

The reader

discovers that in spite of the beauty parlor 1 a objective
of making women more beautiful 9 externally, the inner
ugliness and baseness of the operators and customers is
pictured in the following statementt
Hidden in this den of curling
fluid and henna pacts, separated by a
lavendar swing-door from the.other
customers, who were being gratified in
other boothsa she could give her
curiosity its freedom.21 -

20tudora Welty. "A Curtain of Green." Selected
Stories. (Nett York: The Modern Library, Random House,
1~1i3), p, 210.
'
2lwelty. "The Petrified Man." Ibid., P• 32.

All the parapharnalia of the beauty parlor business--"wave pincers," "cold wet towels," "permanent wave machines"
and "nuts"

ds~

spoken of in tones suggestive· of torture.

Brand names of "Jax Beer," "Stork-A-Lure," and "Ni Hi" pop
also contribute to the tone of the grotesque image of the
short story structures.

The Meogothic elements in F.udora

Welty 1 s short stories evoken the readers compassion in
such a way that the human worth of the individual is
brought into play in a positive manner.

The humorous tone

of the "Petrified Man" results in high emotive force of
vulgarity.

Qualities of sensibility are evidenced by

normally placed adjectives, adverbs, and the rhythmic
swing of the sub-standard conversation.
The simplest sort of connection between sound and
sense in literature is found in onomatopoeic words where
the sound is a presentational equivalent of

~ts

meaning.

"switching" has a swinging movement, thuB we have the
activity of the switchman in "The Key"1
The railroad man came in swinginf.
a lantern which he stopped suddenly in
its arc.22

22Eudora Welty. "The Key," Selected Stories.
(New Yorkr The Modern Library, Ranaom House, !9~3),
P• 65.

ltl

The sounds are clear and distinct and reinforce the emotive sensibility.

Sound also reinforces such terms as

" Lily 1 " "gutteral," "trotting," "popped," "clucked,"
and "hollowiy," as the reader encounters them in
Miss Welty 1 s story "Lily Daw and The Three Ladies,"
Sensation is carried in sentences by the use of the
five senses:
smelling,

seeing, hearing, feeling, tasting, and

Eudora Welty is consistent in her use of the

sense of seeing as. she draws word pictures by her use
of the specifio colors of black, purple, red, yellow and

green---particularly yellow,

The yellow walls of the

railroad station in "The Key" were highlighted by the
yelloi.i ceiling 15.ghts whe?'e Albert 1 the deaf mute sat
crowned with a shook of very· fine yellow hair as he guarded
his battered baggage which was covered with yellow dusts
The key had come there, under
his eyes on the floor in the station 1
all of a sudden, but yet not quite
unexpected.23
·
The sensation of hearing is emphasized in the stO?:"J
of the deaf couple who relied Golely upon sight and the
sense of ·'touch which amply expressed :their emotions.

YoI>kl

23 Eudora Welty, "The Key," Selected Stories. (Nee
The Mode?'n Library. Random Rouse, l'.91'i3), P• 67.
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Weltyta ability to evoke light and color suggests that· she
has used her artistic.tnlents of painting.

The opening

paragraph in "The Key" is devoted to the night sounds of
inaeota:
It was quite in the t·nd tin11: room
of the remote little station, except
for the night sounds of insects.2l!

The sense of tasting is warmly demonstrated by Sonny
and Bowman as they prepare to sample the homemado moonshine
'

whiskey in "The Death of A Traveling Salesman"1

Ain't no use for us to drink
outdoors like hogs,26
Olfactory senses are vividly brought into use as the
author.skillfully draws a word picture of the mountaineer's
homelifet
She was pushing the coals off
the pots, and the smells of corn bread
and the coffee circled the room. She
set everything on the table before the
men, with a bone-handled knife stuck
into one of the potatoes, splitting
out its golden fibre.26

Yorkr

24Eudora Welty, "The Key," Selected Stories, (New
The Modern Library, Random House, 1943), p. 67.

25welty.

11

De&th of a Traveling Salesman," Ibid.,

P• 2lt9 0

26Ibid,, P• 250,
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Eudora Welty makes the reader see and hear and think and
feel by her careful selection of connotative words.

She

chooses to use terms which are concrete and part1cular 9
or those words which·evoke vivid responses in the reader's

consciousness.

Her selection of verbals accompl1snes the

decided effect which she wishes to convey.

The verbs in

the stories reinforce the adjectival elements, the

~dverbs,

and the participles, gerundsp and infinitives which bring
photographic pictures to mind as the reader reviews the
people,

events~

things, places, and ideas in the short

stories:
Ashamed, shrugging a little, and then shivering,
he toolt his bags and went out .27
Participle modifiers, "shrugging a little,•• and

''then shivering" determine the pronoun "he" in such a
manner as to produce, by their prenoroinal position,
greater .force of emotion that leads to Eowll'lal1 1 S attitude toward his isolation and loneliness in the "Death

of A Traveling Salesman."

Again there is intensive use

of the participle in "A cu:i.-ta1n of Green":

2'7Eudorn Welty. "Death of A traveling Salesman~"
fif!legted Stor1Sl.§· (New York: The Modern Library, Bandom
House 9 1943), p. 252.

,Jamey ran 1umpinp, and crouching
about her, drawing in his breath alternately at the flowers breaking under
her feet ••• 2s

"Jumping" and "crouching" occupy the adverbial
position in the fourth slot in the sentence, rendering
emotive stimuli to the statement,

Jamey is awakened from

his dream world as the forces of reality coma upon him in
overpowering quantities as he struggles for survival.
III.

LINGUISTIC PATTERNS OF SENTENCES

The basic element of the English language system is
the sentence,

In reading, a reliable clue to sentence

structure is word order or the order of syntactical functions in sentence patterns.

Deapite the great'variety of

sentences in American English the basic sentence order.is
somewhat rigid.

Variety is easily achieved through trans-

formations, inversions, substitutions, and expansions.
Normal sentance order involves the basic functions of
subject first, verb second, and possibly a completer in the
third position with the option of an adverb or adverbial
element in the fourth slot.

28Welty.

Word order and/or function

"A Curtain of Green," Ibid., P• 219,

order in sentence patterns are reliable cluae to structure
in American English or the total meaning of a piece of
literature.

EnRlish language has been changing for many

centuries and is still changing due to the current trends
of society in which a person lives.

However, language has

rules and remains systern~tio in spite of its flexibility.
A statement can be made that a basic English
sentence con,
sists of a noun phrase and a verb phrase. This statement
is not exactly a definition of a sentenceJbut the .fact is
seen that the terms "subject" and "predicate" express
grammatical relationships as the subject of a sentence ia
the Noun Phrase and the predicate is tha Verb Phrase.
The way a concrete sentence or group of words is
spoken by Eudora Welty in her short stories is taken into
acco\mt as the reader percEd.ves the sounds• utterances,
words, and sentences.

Sound .of sense, sen'Sa:tiont and

sensibility are shown by a

~reat

deal of variety.

If the

reader looks at a long stretch of writing in Welty's short
stories, he may believe that no two sentences are exactly
alike, and this phenomenon is true, somewhat, but if a
cioser view of the structure of the sentence is taken, he
will discover much similarity in th¢ syntatioal expressions
can be found.

Also, nearly all the sentences that are

~.

,-.

spoken and written seem to be built on four common basic
patterns, each of which can be modified and combined in
endless ways but the patterns are basically repeated over
and over again.
When sentence patterns are examined in the short
stories, tho reader must raalize that the basis for all
the sentences in the literature must be that of function
as related to sen6orial 0 • att~tu.dinal, ~d intellectual tone

that is produced.

All the basic patterns of sentences have

one feature in common:

They show a particular connection

in form between a word in one· part of·the sentence and a
•.

wo1•d in the other pat't.

One of the words is always a verb

and the other word is usually a noun or a pronoun.
In a scientific analysis of the English language
this thesis will consider each bf:1sic .type of kernel sen-

tence.

First consideration is·given to the "to be" type

sentence which is . composed of a noun phrase plus one of the
eight forms of the "be" .Verb
plus a ·pre.tlicator
in the third
\;.
.

position, with or· without the adverb or adverbial eleraent
occupying the fourth slot.

A thorough perusal of Eudora

Welty's short stories reveals the fact that the sentences

are generally complicated and composed of many variants.
usually long. with many phrases, clauses. and

tr~ns-

...
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formations but basically falling into the four basic
sentence types.

is demonstrated a

In "tily Dat..r and The Three Ladies" there
11 to

be" type sentence in the descl"iption

of Mrs. Cal"son:
She was the Baptist preacher's wife.29
The pronoun "she" occupies the first position in the sentence as the subject followed by the past tense "was" of
the

11 be 11

verb in the second position, and "the Baptist

preachel" 1 S wife" as a predicator, Noun Phrase, in the
fourth slot.

Again, the predicator can be an adjective in

the same basic type sentence:
She'll be tickled to death.so
The ellipses of the

"w"

and

"i"

would indicate the

auxiliary, "will," of the "be" verb, while "tickled"
assumes the position of a predicate
adjective which deter,.,
mines the subject with less emotive force.

The third type

of predicator in the "to be" sentence may be shown as an

29Eudora Welty. "Lily Daw and The Three Ladies,"
Selected Stories. (New Yorki The Modern Library, Random
House, ieij3), P• 4.
30Eudora Welty. "Lily Daw and The Three Ladies,"
Selected Stories, (New York: The Modern Library. Random
House, 19ij3), P• 4,

adverb of location.

Welty makes effective use of the Loe

type adverbial in the opening sentence of "A Piece of News":
She had been out in the rain.31
The Phrase, "out in the rain" occupies the third

position in the sentence as an adverbial element
the paot perfect tense of the "be" verb.

followin~

No constituent:.:::·-

is shown in the fourth slot.
The second basic sentence type, according to the
method of Owen Thomas, is Type I which includes the four
basic positions including Noun Phrase, Verb intransitive,
the null (LO indicating that there is .no predicator, and
the optional adverbial.

In "A Visit of Charity" the

following sentence is considered which indicates the normal
orde:r of determiner "Poor" preccdinR the nominal nAddio"
in the first position followed by the auxiliary verb "is"
and the present participle verb "ailing":
Poor Addie is ailing.32

York:

31Weltv. "A Piece of News," Selected Stories. (New
The Modern Library. Random Houset f§4a), P• 21.

32tudora Weltv. "A Visi1: of Charity," Selected
Stories. (New York:· The Modern Library, Random House,
1943), P• 226.
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The determiner "poor" movea the sentence from one
kernel sentence to two kernel sentences.
Addie is poor.

Addie is ailing.

There boing no predicator in the third

position in Type I sentence, the reader moves to the adverb
in the fourth position in the following exlllllplei
Clytie moved obediently down the stairs.33
The adverb "obediently" occupies the fourth position and
determines how Clytie moved in attitudinal response.

The

phrase "down the stairs" also occupies the fourth position
in the sentence as an adverb of location.
obedient.

Clytie moved down the stairs.

sentences are generated.

Clytie was
Thus two kernel

Pattern I is the most col!ll1lon

sentence pattern in English.

This type of sentence

structure is predominant in Eudora Welty•s short stories
and her word order involves many long sentences with up
and down, in and out in Gothic effects

by

her use of trano-

formations, inversions, and words of opposite pole
connotations:

33Walty.

"Clytie, 0 Ibid. 1 P• 176.
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Fixed in its pure profile it stood
in the precipitious moment, a pliLmicorn
on its head, its breeding dress extended in
rays, eatin~ steadily the little water
creaturea.34
This sentence taken from "A Still Moment" falls into
Pattern I as Moun Verb Adverb with "it" ae the subject in
the first position, "stood" as the intransitive verb in the
second slot, followed

by "in the precipitious moments" as

an adverbial ph?>ase determining "stood" in the second
position.

The introductory J>hraso "Pixed in its pure white

profile" occupies a normal emotive slot.

The adjectival

determiner, "A plumicorn on its head," and the clause 9 "its
breeding dress extended in rays," and "eating steadily the
little water creatures," all occupy a post nominal position
rendering a greater sense value to the statement.
The second important basic sentence pattern ia Type
II and contains the Noun Phrase plus the Verb Phrase, plus
the Noun phrase object.

A great many nouns a!'EI tied to

the verb in this pattern but the Nerb is not linkinRt

3~Eudora

(Mew Yorks

. p.

ss.

Welty, "A Still Moment," Selected Stories.
The Modern Libraey. Random House, 1943),
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wate~

When it feedsll it muddies the
with its foot.~5

The pronoun "it" is the subject of the transitive
verb "•v.ddies."
Noun Phrase.

The direct object "water". is the predicate

"With its foot" occupies the fourth position

as an adverbial phrase.

The shifting of the adverbial

element to the left of the subject nominal is indicative
of greater intellectual force.

The noun clause used as

the object of the verb makes use of the flip-flop rule in
the next statement1
God created the world," said
Lorenzo.36
• 11

Since the adverbial element has been shifted to the
left of the subject noun, the reader enters into the
world of Lorenzo 0 s beliefs and is primarily in the world
of thought.
The third basic type of English sentence pattern is
identified as the noun phrase plus the copulative verb in
the second position plus a complement in the third nlot
followed by the adverbial element as optional.

Some

35Eudora Welty. "A Still Moment," Selected Stories.
(New York: The Modern Library. Random House, 19U3), P• 67.
36Ibid., P• Bil.
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examples have been selected from the short stories of
Eudora Welty:
He felt as if he might burst into tears.37
This basic pattern consists of a pronoun occupying
the position of subject headword tied to a copulative verb
with an adjective following.

In this case the adjectival

element is composed of the clause "as if he might burst
into tears," which links the subordinate clause to the
pronoun "he."

Again the author uses the thought provoking

adverbial in a transforrnationr
This time, when he leapt, aomething---his soul---seemed to leap, too,
like a little cat invited out of a pen.36
Regardless of where the adverb or adverbial elements
are found, the basic sentence pattern remains the same.
Sentence pattern III is read as Noun Phrase + linking or
copulative verb + an adjective or adverbial element such
as a phrase or a clause.

"Something"--(his soul) is the

3.7Eudora Welty. "Death of A Traveling Salesman,"
Selected Stories. (New York: The Modern Library. Random
House, 1943), P• 2~6.
38Ibid., p.

2~3.
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the subject of the linking verb "seemed" which is tied to
the infinitive "to leap" used as an adjective, followed
by

the prepositional phrase "like a little cat invited out

of a pen."
Eudora Welty brings into use long transformation
sentences and inversions which tend to render her themes
toward thought-provoking situations resultinll: in attitudes
and beliefs.

Attitudes involve beliefs but when man's

attitudes are considered, the reader is in the world of
emotive responses.

In consideration of the three ladies

who are gossiping about Lily Daw, the reader is faced with
specific connotations relating to the term "Baptist
preacher's wife•"

Background of the individual must be

evaluated in terms of the immediate psychological field of
the reader and his knowledge of the activities of the
small town clergy's family and the lay persons.

The short

story "Lily Daw and Three Ladies" primarily produces a
snarl effect while old Phoenix Jackson in "A Worn Path"
has decided purrieffect from her positive attitude toward
life and its experiences.
A long string of prepositional phrases used as
adjectives and adverbs are found in the writings of Eudora
Welty.

An example of a compound-complex sentence which
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results in a combination of sentence Pattern I and Pattern
II is found frequently.

An example of a transformational

sentence containing both Patterns I and II is given a brief
analysis:
Coming upon the Trace, he looked
at the high cedars, azure and still as
distant smoke overh,ead, with their
silver roots trailing down on either side
like the veins of deepness in this place,
and he noted some fact to his memory-this earth that wears but will not crumble
or slide or turn to dust, they say it
exists in one other spot in the world,
Egypt--and then forgot it.39
The determining elements in the sentence are "Coming
upon the trace," as a participle phrase determines "he";
"at the high cedarsn ·is an• adverbial of location" I as· 'dis'O\

..,,,,,

tant smoke" determines how still; "with their silver roots"
determines cedars; "trailing down" determines roots; "on
either side" also points to roots; "like the veins"·
determine veins; "to his memory" determines noted; "that
wears" determines earth; "but will not crumble,"

11

slide," "or turn," "to dust" also determine earth;

or
A run-

on sentence follows in "they say ••• ,. in one other spot,"

39Eudora Welty. "A Still Moment," Selected Stories,
(New York: The Modern Library, Random House, 1943),
P• 82,
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and "in the world, Egypt" all, are used as advel'bials of
location.
The component parts of the sentence spiral from high
overhead in thought, as Audubon searches for the light or
the answers to his questions, to the depths of the roots
of the trees underneath the ground producing a Gothic
effect in the literature.

A view from the ground or when

the ohat'acters' spirits have floundered in the depths of
despair in their human isolation and have moved upward,
their questions about man's place in the Universgc begin
to clear.

The characters of Eudora Welty move with her

sentences in the same manner.

The grotesque element is

prevalent as the sentences move from up to down, or from
down to up, or out and in.

Thia thesis finds a predominant

element of Type I sentences with a close t'tlnner-up of Type
II

sentences with decided Gothic elements in "The Purple

Hat," and "Clytie."

Many and numerous grotesque elements

are found in "A Curtain of Green 9 " "Asphodel," "Petrified
Man," "A Visit of Charity," "Livvy," "Old Mr. Marblehall,"
and "A Worn Path."
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n.

T~E

Tone is the total emotional and intellectual
of a passage of writing,

~ffect

Connotations, diction and rhythm

all contribute to the element of tone which is found in a
piece of literature,

Tone which has been consciously or

unconsciously developed by the speech and action of the
characters determine just what the attitude of the reader
will be toward the subject discussed.

An understanding of

the tone and the contributary elements can enrich the
enjoyment of literature.

However, the tone developed by

the characters is meant to influence the reader.
have power in both snarl and purr effects.

Words

Metaphors,

symbols and allusions are also three special sorts of
language which influence tone.
First, words possess denotative and connotative
qualities.

Denotation implies all that strictly belongs

to the dictionary definition of the word, while connote
implies all of the ideas that .are suggested by the word:
"home" denotes the place where one lives with one's family,
but it usually connotes comfort, peace, privacy, and
safety among other things.

The denotation of a word in its

definition is what the word stands for.

'Whatever different
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things a word suggests constitutes a difference in connotation.

Personal connotations of a word arc the result

of the experiences oi' the individual.

Reaction to the ideas

and objects in the short stories is determined by the
nature of the participant's earlier contacts with the
referent.

Generally the vocabulary in Eudora Welty's

writings is of a proletarian nature in keepinr. with her
class of subjects.

The crude expressions in the "Petrified

Man" are exemplified in the speech of the beauty parlor
operator:
"Reach in my purse and git me a
cigarette without no powder in it if
you kin, Mrs. Fletcher, honey," said
Leota to her ten o'clock shampoo-andset customer. "I don't like no
perfummed ci~arettes."40
Another instance of characteristic speech in the Rhort
otories io taken from "Why I Live At The P.O.":
said that oh, I didn't mean a
only that whoever Shirley-T.
was, she was the spit~image of PapaDaddy if he'd cut off his beard, which
of course he'd never do in the world.
Papa-Daddy's Marna's papa and sulks.41
I

thin~,

40Eudora Welty. "The Petrified Man," Selected
Stories. (New York: The Modern Library. Random House,
1943) 9 P• 32.
41Welty.

"Why I Live At The P.0., 11 Ibid., P• 90.
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Here are rather course terms with many ellipses and
a oomrnon vulgar tone.

The reader is exposed to the natural

regional speech patterns of the unlearned wage--earning
class of people.

The most important words are the ones which touch
the emotions of the reader who sees them in the short
stories and is aroused to a positive or negative judgment.

The use of the sensorial elements ere aptly utilized in
the following passages
At first she thought only simply,
of the colors of red and green, thii i;mell
of the sun on .the ground, the touch of
lenves and of warm ripening tOL'lP.toee. 1!2

..:..;;

.;

Seeing, feeling, smelling and tan tin;;; are carried
through the denotative and connotative levels of meaning
associated with colors, leaves, tomatoes, and ground.

Here

ara words that have connotations appealing to or are
associated with the sensations.

Such paragraphs in nrhe

Whistle" as the one descl'ibing Sal'a's inner conflicts bring
about qualities of

ll

negative tone:

11 2Eudora 1'1slty.
(New York:

"The Whistle," Selected Stories. ·

The Modern Libl'ary. Random House, 191~3), p. 113.
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She was so tired of the cold!
That was all it could do any more--make her tired. Year after year, she
felt sure that she would die before
the cold was over. Now, according to
the Almanac, it was spring ••• But year
after year it was always the same.
The plants would be set out ••• transplanted always too soon, and there
was a fraeze ••• When was the last time
thet'e was a erop?43
The restrained tone evokes a aense of helplessness
and futility as Sara and Jason battle against the forces
of nature, silently, with pioneer qualities of spirit,
resourcefulness, and resistance as they struggle to sustain
themselves.
Diction and metaphor are homely and colloquial, and
many folk expressions are used by the author in most of the
short stories that are considered in this thesis, such as
"I bound to go," and "me and Mr. Fletcher ain't one speck
of kin."

However, "In A Still Momentn the diction is

formal and the sentence structure complex1

...
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All tho souls that he llnd saved
and all thoae he had not took dusky shapes
in the mist that hung between the high
banks, and seemed by their great number
and density.to block his way, and showed
no signm of melting or ohan~ing back into
mist, so that he feared his passage wao
to be difficult forever.44
The style, ahown by the gravity* rhytilm, and
sonorous sounda 0£ wordn is appropriate to the type of story
that is given.

The predominant sentence p&ttern'is Humber

I in "The Whistle".'

The sentences ave ernbellished by a

gothio aspect which spirals up and down as the subject
questions and states opiniono as was brought to attention
in quotation number

n~o,n

Cpage 56).

The tono ie established in tudora Walty's short
stories by her skill in producing the same universal theme
as she varies the tone and atmosphere by many different
settings, images and

~etaphors

among other methods.

The

loneliness and isolation from tho world of her small town
or rural charaotel"s 11re used to represent manldnd in ' l /. ,,
relation to this woxild and the next.

llllEudora Welty. "Still Moment," Selec'ted Stories.
(New York: The Modern Library, Rondom llouse. 1943), P• 73.
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V.

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY LEVELS OF MEANING

Linguists generally agree that a language has a
phonological system and a grammatical system.

Currently,

there is a third system being noticed and considered--semology which concerns itself with meaning in the sentence:

A sentence not only has a pronofnciation and grammatical structure,
but also has meaning.q5
Linguistically, consideration of sentences, as being
the minimal meaning-bearing utterances in English, will be
given first attention in this thesis.

Every declarative

sentence has a primary meaning by·virtue of its grammatical
form.

The statement, also presents a complex of meanings

by the words chosen to express secondary meanings.

Consider

the following sentence selected from "Death Of A Traveling
Salesman"t
Once more Bowman wished he could
fall into the big feather bed that had
been in his grandmother's room ••• Then
he forgot her ar,ain.4B

York:

lf5H. A. Gleason, Jr. Lin1tuistics and Env:lish.
(New
Holt Rinehart and Winston, Inc., lmlb>, p. !os.

46r.udora Welty. 8 Death Of A Traveling Salesman,"
Selected Stories. (New York: The Modern Library, Random
House, 1943), p. 232.
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'l'he sentence suggests a childishness or movement
backword into time.
needing guidance.

Bowman is a pitiful grotesque child
Secondary meaning is accomplished in

Welty's short story by the use of metaphors, images and
illusionss
Miss Welty does not manipulate
her imagery or symbolism in a blatant
or self-conscious fashion ••• it is
immersed in the external reality of
the story and tightly organized in
the texture of the prose. She does
not fashion one central, overwhelming
symbol, but lets the symbolic process
work quietly.117
This statement by Alfred Appel, Jr. is descriptive
of Eudora Welty'a primary and secondary meanings associated
with symbols and metaphors in her work.

Appel also states

that quotation 043 suggests Bowman's death-wish--his subconscious desire for senselessness and release from the
struggle of life.

A sentence suggests meanings that the

reader can infer that thP. speaker probably believes, beyond
what the sentence states.
Literature is derived from the secondary meaning of
the sentence.

Any derivation from the nornal sentence

structure ahows that the sentence has a secondary meaning.

Rouger

47Alfred Appel Jr. A Season Of Dreams. (Baton
Louisana State University ~ress, 1§65>, P• 119.
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However, the reader must also realize that a kernel sentence may also have secondary meaning.

The' discourse is

implicit rather than explicit which is construed that
sense, sensation, and sensibility are implied rather than
stated as facts.

CHAPTER III
MATERIA~

USED AND TECHNIQUES OF LITERARY ANALYSIS

This thesis is based on the assumption that the
short story, itself, in the language of which it is written,
is that which p?'Ovides ito meaning and that literature is
that communication which furnishes grounds for the
reader's imagination.

As the story is analyzed the reader

is saved from his own psychological field from which he
might make a preconceived judnment or conclusion according
to his impressions as of the moment of readinr,.

The reader

will not assume that the author is the speaker in the story.
What the author stated is the work.

Th?'Ough close atten-

tion to the words themselves, the reader will be able to
Nnder an appropriate judp,raent about the story as viewed

from the basic parts of personality , mind , volitions, and
sensations.

The thl"ee particular stories with which this

thesis deals, "A Worn Path," "A Visit of Charity," and
"Asphodel" are being approached from the point
as not having been previously read.

~f

analysis

This literary analysis

will proceed on the beis that· the words ,

phrases ~

and

sentence order will provide the grounds for imagination.
Consideration will be given to all that the "denotative"
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and "connotative" written statements can do.

The first

short story by Eudora Welty to be examined is "A Visit of
.Charity".

The procedure runs, somewhat, in the f'o?'m of a

mystery case.
I •. "A VISIT

or

CHARITY"

--------- - - ---

Consideration of the title.

An important clue to

the solution of the short story can usually be found in
the title.

He shall consider each word contained in the

title, "A Visit of Charity," separatoly 1 and weigh their
use as functioning together in an utterance.

Now we look

at "A" which is the first letter in the alphabet and is
denoted as being a word
accent.

by

having a vowel and a primary

The latte?' "A" was derived from the Phoenician

alphabet, picked up by the Greek, (alpha), transferred to
Latin, and then acquired by the English language.
represented

by

"A" is

various sounds and is used as a nondefinite

artiole to point out, or as a determiner of a noun.

In the

title of the short story, "A Visit of Charity," attention
is drawn to "A" visit that is being considered--not one
particular visit as would be the case in "The Visit."
Moving from the nondefini te article "A," a view is
taken of the word "Visit" in its denotative and connotative
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meanings as carried in the dictionary1
1.

2.

3.

To go or come; to see in order to
comfort or to help;
Hence 1 to pay a call upon as an act
of friendship or courtesy; to go or
come to see in an official capacity;
to inspect; to dwell with temporarily;
To come to or upon, as to reward,
afflict, punish, to bless; to chat
or converse.

The word ·"visit" ii; structured as a verb but functions
as a noun in the short story title, carrying possible emotive
elements of acceptance, pleasure, and expectancy.
negative emotive element could be annoyance.

Possible

The word "of"

is a noun marker, or as traditional graI:ll!Jar says, a preposition.

The word is used chiefly after a noun and marks

the ,presence of a noun to follow which in this instance is
"Charity."
11

Charity," being the last word in the short story

title, is listed with the following definitiona as having
denotative and connotative meanings carried in the dietionary:
1.

Christian love; 2. act of loving all
men as brothers because they are sons
of God; 3. Devine love for man; 11.
the act or feeling of affection or
benevolence; lenience in judging men
and their actions; s. public provision for the relief of the poor.
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Positive import of the word "Charitv• produces the
synonym of joy.
optimism ,

rrom the word "oharity• the reader may get

coura~e ,

and hope.

The negative elements of the word "charitv" may be
connoted from the emotive intensity of pride or dejection
resultin~

from deprivation or the necessi"ty of havinp, to

acc.,pt oharity. or a dependence on tiorne form of assistance .
The emotive intensity could ranF,c from either ioy or anger
depending on the positive or negativ
word , "charity . "
is used in

~he

now be

of the

ucharity , " a word s'tructured as a noun ,

short story title as a noun , the object of

the preposition "of. "
as~ess

connota~ions

The reader can only tentativctlv

the emotive elements in the title.

!!.!!. titl

Clues

~

~i vcn

to some assertions or declarations made in the

s upport

,

Close consideration will

short story , stayinR with Eudora Welty's words as stated t
Holding a potted plant before her,
a girl cf fourteen ju ped off the bus in
front of the Old Ladies Home on the outakirta of town . 48

~8Eudora

Stories.
p. 2211 .

Tlalty .

( New YoTk t

"A Visit of Charity . "

Selected

The Hodern Library , Random House, l9 &J 3 ),
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There is nothing unusual about a young girl's
taking a potted plant to an Old Ladies Home in the words
as stated.

The statement is positive to the title as being

an act of charity.

The "Old Ladies l!orae" has a positive

relation to the title, also.

"Holding a potted plant be-

fore her" is related to the title in as much as the
charitable practice of giving flowers is quite common:
It was mid-morning--a cold
bright day. &J9
This sentence is positive to the title by the word
"mid-morning" and "day" as an indication of when the visit
took place.

Here the reader is first conscious of the

element of clock-time.

"Bright" pictures an optimistic

view of the events that will likely take place while "cold"
indicates a. symbolic longing for solitude.
relatin~

The next clue,

to the previous statement is a description of the

little girl:
She wore a red coat and hel!' straight
yellow hair was hanging do~m loose from the
pointed white cap all the little girls were
wearing that year.SO

IJ9Eudol!'a Welty. "A Visit of Charity." Selected
Stories. (New Yorkt The Modern Library, Random ilouse 9
191'3), P• 220.
SO Ibid.
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"Coat" reinforces the previous clue of "cold day"
and indicates the year has progressed toward the end--

winter.

\\

'I

Red symbolizes the vitality of life and passion,

activity and love which are parallel with youth and certain destructive effects.

~

•

p

Whito pointed cap symbolizes

the thoughts, pure and unsullied that were contained in
the child's head, being directed upward spiritually rather
than toward earthly things.

.

\\

.

•

q

Yellow, loose hair is a

,,

positive element to bright day and is symbolic of
illumination or a glimpse of how things originate and their
oonsequences1
She stopped for a moment beside one of the prickly shrubs with
which the city had beautified the
Horne and tJ1en proceeded slowly toward
the building which was of whitewashed brick and reflected the winter
sunlight like a block of ice.Sl

"Moment" points to "day" as anothel" incident in clock time.
The girl's first encounter with something unpleasant or
inju:rious is indicated by "prickly bush."

There is a

premonition or an indication of a false beautification on
the outside of the home.

Beautified with prickly shrubs

SlEudora Welty. "A Visit of Charity." Selected
Stories. (New York: The Modern Library 9 Random House,
l9!l3), P• 220 •
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is slightly ironic in relation to a charitable old ladies
home as not being what it appears to be on the outside.
A pretense of whitewashed contents is obvious.

"Reflected

winter sunlight like a block of ice" connects to sentence
one and portrays an intuition or illumination of the
climax within the building.

"Like a block of ice" pro-

duces an emotion of·apprehension.

The reader senses that

a change will occur in the young girl as she investigates
the object of her visit to the Old Ladies Home:
/Is she walked vaguely up the steps
she shifted the small pot from hand to
hand\ then she had to set it down and remove her mittens before she could open
the door.52
"Vaguely up the steps" coincides with "doi.m from the bus"
carrying on the author's use of spirals of up and dmm
throughout the story.

The child is seen advancing, step

by stept into a hitherto unknown experience.

"Shifting

the pot from hand to hand" is indicative of not being sure
of anything, or which road to take in rnakinff decisions--a
typical reaction of an adolescent's insecurity.
her mittens (not
to grim reality.
52!bid.

~orn

She removes

by adults) and opens the heavy door

The reader is conscious that childish
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innooenc• is passing at this point.
atate ent to th• title.

"Heavy door• ties this

Thus far, positive and ne,ative

elements of • otional feelin • are

athered which include

expectency, anticipation, annoyance, apprehension, timidity,
and surpri••·
~

I'm a Campfire irl ••• I have
to pay
visit to some old lady," ehe
told th• nurse at th• deek.53
This sentence carriea a

ne~ative

element to the title

indicated by the statement of the girl that she is obliged
to make the visit and that

he is not charitable at heart

but is m king a duty call.

The next sentence ie related

to the title by the word

9

woman":

Thie was a woman in a white
uniform who looked ea if she were
coldl she had close out hair which
atood up on the very ton of her head
exactly like a aea wave.5Clo•• cut hair stands for hiY,her forcee, or spiritual
forces of man's b aio personality, with the "close-cut"
ai~nifying

total aaaetiois• or self torture tor aake of

53Eudora Welty. "A Viait of Charity." Select d
Stories. (le~ Yorkt The Hodern Library, Rando
I943j, P• 220.
S~Ibid.
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spiritual discipline.

Wave is symbolic of faith, pardon

and revelation:
Mari"Wt, the little girl did
not tell her that this visit would
give her a minimum of only three
points in her score.55
"Marian 9 " relating positively to elements in paragraph one, is the fi:z:ost indication of the little girl's
name as beinft a word derived from the word "Mary, 11 connoted
as the mother of Christ.

The name "Harian" thus reinforces

the idea of virginity of the girl.

"Three points" relating

to various references to "pointed" as already mentioned in
the story may involve the trinity, or refer to the spiritual, intellectual, or sensorial aspects of man.
one deals mainly with the senses.
symboli:i:es reason.

ParalJ?'aph

"Pointed white c:aptt

The reader observAs the employment of

the sensorial qualities in the use of ttup 8 and "down,"
"warm'j:-hl'." and "cold."

These elements are negative to the

title and produce crr.otions of tiresomeness.

Next, the

author moves to the cognitive part of the subject:
With her free hand she pushed
hei• hair behind ears as she did when
it was time to study science.56
55Eudora Weltv. "A Visit of Charity." Selected
Stories. (New York:· The Modern Library, Random House,
1943), P• 221.
56Ibid •.
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As yet, sense and reason have not given way as Marian looks
squarely into the face of the problem.

"Free hand" can

make a rational judgment as Maritm chooses.
is nep,ative to the title.

The paragraph

Again, the author uses "hand"

as a key wordt

Mari'tl.n stood tongue-tied~ both
hands held the potted plant. The old
woman, 1still wi'th that terrible square
smile (whioh was a smile of welcome)
stamped on her bony face, was waiting.
The old woman in bed said nothing at
all, and she did not look around.
Suddenly Marian saw a hand, quick aa a
bird claw, reach up in the air and
pluck the white cap off her head. At
the sa~e another claw to match drew her
all the way into the room, and the next
moment the door closed behind her.57
Thie paragraph is positive to the title as relating
to old woman.

Tha last sentenoe in the above quotation

indicates that sense of reason is giving way to emotion.
The bird claw hand has absconded with the girl's cap of
reason.

A dooxi has opened as well as closed by the claws

of evil; the claw, a bird of pray, is symbolic of the

of evildoers.

Admission, astonishment, fear are incor-

porated in the passage quoted.

57Eudora Welty.
Stories. (New Yo:r>k:
1943) 1 P• 222.

"A Visit of Charity."

Selected"

The Modern Library, Random flouae,.. ,
. ,,

Gothic affects arc prevalent in the next passage
taken from the

ato~/·

A spiraling effect of up and down

is noticed as Marian gropes for some kind of solution to
her predicament:
Maritln stood ••• the tiny room
had altogether too much furniture •••
Her heart beat more and more slowly,
her hands got colder and colder and
ohe could not hear the old women.
How dark it was: The window shade
was down, and the only door was shut.
Marion looked at the ceiling.,.It was
like being caught in a robber's cave
just before being murdered 0 58
The enclosure image of Hari'tUl. in the room is symbolic of
the reaching of puberty.

The statement "How dark it was"

is positive to the title intersecting with paragraph one
as an opposite to "bright day. 11

"Down of the window shaden

and niooked up at the ceiling" continue the trend of up

and down expressions employed throughout the story.
light and dark atmosphere lends to Gothic effects.

The
The

closed room with windows darkened connotes symbolism of
v<it'ginity as Marian entered the room and marks the division
between good and evil.

The old woman in the bed states her

views:

58Eudora Welty. "A Visit of Charity," Selected
Stories. (New York1 The Modern Library, Random House,
19'1~), P• 222.
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"Watch out for the germs," said
the old womaR like a sheep, not addressing anybody. 9
This statement is positive to the title and is significant
in that it applies to mankind in relation to germs that
spring from any source or seed--perhaps the seed of evil
to which all the sheep, as children of Godt must avoid dif
possible.

The younger old woman next gives her opinion:
Did so! Read to us out of the
Bible and we enjoyed it~60

Bible is positive to the title of the short story, God is
cha.ritabla to mankind.

The old women

as to what is worthwhile in life.

is bitter.

have opposite views

The bedridden old lady

The first' old woman is reachin11, out optimisti-

cally:
The first old woman had just
finished putting the potted plant high,
on the top of the wardrobe where it
could hardly be seen from below,61
This statement is significant because it follows the
author's repeated references to "up."

59Ibid., P• 224.

A plant grows from

"

60Eudora Welty. "A"Visit of Charity." Selected
Stories. (New Yorks The Modern Library, Random House,
1943), P• 224.
61Ibid.
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ground roots rather than in the air,
hide a growing plant.

llJl

unnatural place to

Perhaps the old woman sees the prime

importance of human existence that lies in the

ti~e

of

youth as evidenced in the highly placed potted plant.

The

reader discovers that the old, old woman's name is "Addie,"
a derivative of "Adam," the first man.
Poor Addie is ailing. She has
to take medicine--See? She pointed a
bony finger at a row of bottles on the
table and rocking so high that her
black comfort shoes lifted off the
floor like a little child's.62
The old Addie is ailing from her disbelief in the
basic goodness of man and from her la.ck of faith from which
she is trying hard to cure herself by dos'3s of' the medicine,
symboli() of salvation, in the row of bottles,

Black comfort

shoes symbolizes the lifting of the soul as a little child.
Belief and disbelief is evidenced in the bickering of the
two old wornenz
"Hush!" said the sick old woman.
"You never went to school. You never Cl!ll!!G
and you never went. You never were anywhere--only here. You never were born!
You don't know anything. Your head is
empty, your heart and hands end your old
black purse are all empty-~63

62Ibid.i P•

226~

63Eudora Weltv. "A Visit of Charity." Selected
Stories. (New York:· The Modern Library, Random House,
1943), P• 226.
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"You never went to school" signifies that the bedridden
old woman advocates reason over emotions, as exemplified
by

the first old woman.

Empty purse, empty hand and empty

head relate to the title in teri:is of charity.

The story

is showing that man's basic personality consisting of mind,
heart, and body needs to synthesize if he is to become one
as a whole.

The story refers to the running out of time

as the old woman nears the end of life's journey:
"Addie's mad because its her birth-

dayl" said the first old wornan ••• giving a

little crow as if she had answered her o•m
riddle •. 64
·
But the bedridden woman has authority in the superiority

of her mind in spite of her childish whimpering as one of.
God's little lambs who needs the fulfillment of spiritual
emotion joined with reason.

This emotional quality is

epitomized in the girl:
The old face on the pillow where
Marian was bending over it, slowly
gathered and collasped ••• Mari'Qn 1 s face
hung verv close, the yellow hair hung
forwa.rd.65

6'*Ibid., P• 228.
65Eudora Welty. "A Visit of ChaI'ity." Selected
Stories. (New York1 The Modern Library, Random House,

Hlli3), P• 220.
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The yellow hair of Marian, symbolically shows that the
girl perceives spiritualization and wins the battle with
her innerself.

She passes from the state of innocence to

the state of knowing good and evil:
'Marian jumped up and moved toward
the door. For a second time, the claw
almost touched her hair, but it was not
quick enough. The little ~irl put her
cap on.66
Putting her cap on indicates that reason has not given way
.to emotion altogethe:I:'.
power.

The forces of evil, now, have less

Pointed white cap symbolizes purity and growth in

spiritu~i

'grace·.· ....

Again, the title of the short story ia focused on
the next speech of the· first old woman2
Oh, little girl, have you a penny
to spare for a poor old woman that's not
got anything of her own? We don''t have a
thing in the world--not a penny for candy-not a thing!
The old women has nearly reached the end of her journey and
has nothing but her soul. ·Man comes.with nothing--leaves
with nothing.
future:

Marian cannot stny--she is moving into the
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Her yellow hair under the white
cap 1 her scarlet coat, her bare knees
all flashed in the sunlight as she ran
to meet the big bus rocketing through
the street.67
·
The story has condensed the three parts of basic person.ality
into one whole in the above statement.

Marion has decided

the course of her life as she has an insight into the
future with a direction toward the metaphysical world; she
employs her normal emotions as she partakes of the physical
enjoyment of the senses such as eating the big red apple.
Objective conclusion.

We.lctya ,has begun the story

with a reference to clock time in the first statement-.
"It was mid-morning, a cold bright day."

Throughout the

story she is concerned with clock time, psychological time,
and eternal time as being vital in the lives of human beings.
The story opens from the sensorial point of view as connoted
by the word "Charity" in the title.

The character of

Marian is cleaI'ly dI'awn as stated by the words "a typical
fourteen year-old girl" who is seen adventuring into new
experiences,

67Eudora Welty. "A Visit of ChaI'ity," Selected
Stories. (New YoI'k: The Modern Library, Random House,
19113), p. 230,
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The story appears ironic and satiric on the surface
if the reader does not delve into the very depths of the
symbolism which the author has employed in producing a
most subtle and ingenious story.
young girl is

co~patible

with the prevailing social trends

of the latter twentieth century.
from charitable motives.

The attitude of the

Duty is done but not

Eudora Welty has presented the

question of the importance of good and evil and their
relation to immortality.

The half-circle of the small

mouth is symbolic of the earthly existence and which would
be a complete whole beyond the grave.
The use of several binary symbols of two opposites
has been employed by the author in her use of Gothic or
grotesque effects of youth and old age, round and square,
up and down 1 bright and darR.

These opposites in the story

may point out·that evil is necessary to ·good.

Again, the

Gothic is related to the half circle of the mouth.
The median of opposites has been used to synthesize
the symbols of stress and suffering, and the stillness of.
the old, old women counteracted by the rooking motion of
the first old lady.

The placing of the potted plant high 9

hiRh on the wardrobe symbolizes man's basic tendency to
strive for a oolution to his existence or to move upward

Bl
from sin to repentence.

-

The Bible, referred to as having

been enjoyed by the old lady, brings the idea of Divine
omniscience, or lieaven, down to earthly levels to be
synthesized
sojourn.

by

man throughout the world during his earthly

Symbolically, the tracks of the nurse followed

by the child indicate a going away--a aourney through
clock time into Eternal time.

The reader interprets the

nurse as being a symbol of a connecting link between the
future and the past-and the end of life shown in the old
women, one a helpless creature

rnoan~~g

for spiritual peace.

The author is now dealing with the emotional part of
personality.

At this point, Marian has reached the age of

accountability as she struggles with the subconscious
elements of sense, sensation, and sensibility.
Checking the assumptions the reader finds that he
reacts to the story through the words which have furnished
grounds fol:' the imagination and is challenged by Welty 1 a
keenness of insight into the individual's basic

per~on-

ality as well as the great depths to which she can reach
in adapting her characters to the roles of the questions
that confront Universal man.

Eudora Welty 1 s sul>tility can

easily be oveI"looked as the simplicity of the characters,
setting, and plot unfold before the reader.
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Clues to the final conclusion are stated in concrete
terms but used indirectly in the form of symbolism.

The

11
known words of "Old Ladieo Home t 1' "nurse I " "younv.:,1> girl
.
9

"potted plant•"

"bus,~"

"prickly bush," "Bible," "false

teeth," and "apple" are concrete physical objects; Welty's
subtle presentation of the unknown such as "God," "Eternal
time," and the many instances or phases of emotional states
that conflict with the neod for reason are cleverly drawn
together into sensorial, intellectual, and attitudinal
elements of personality.

Other clues are concretely stated

in "day," "rnoment, 11 "birthday," "yellow hair," "red coat,"
"science," "closed doors," "pointed cap," "bird claw,"
"cold" "floor," "ceiling," "up,"

11

down 9 " "hiiJh," "low,"

"flowers," "stinkweeds 9 " "gerrns," "never came-never went"
(epic), "half circle," "heavy door," and "rocketing."
Even thOURh Eudora Welty has not mentioned the
metaphysical world, or God, nor the final destiny of human
existence, the reader concludes, from the author's use of
physical images employed through symbolism, that the story
is definitely related to the problem of man's struggle to
equate himself, from birth to death, to finding his

plac~

in the universal and his efforts to select the most
desirable road with the guiding hand of God represented by
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the rocketing of the big bus.

The individual is assisted

on his journey by reason and intellect combined with the
spirit and body.

The forces of hurnan personality are

focused in the subject of a little girl on a duty visit of
charity.

Marian has experienced the effects of the forces

of good and evil.

The claw almost touched her hair but it

was not quick enough.

Her intellect has synthesized with

her emotions as she recovers her white pointed cap, jumps
on the big

bus~

with its p,uidinp, stick, and rockets through

the street even though she takes a big bite out of the
apple.

nor yellow hair under the white pointed cap, her

scarlet coat, her bare knees all flashed in the sunlight
as she·ran to meet the big bus, and demonstrate her triumphant strength of reason, her normal emotional desires,
and bodily activities.

She put on her cap,

a~symbol

of

reason, pointing to the metaphysical aspects of emotion,
at the same time accepting the physical world of thin1Y,s as
necessary by taking a biv, bite out of the apple.
Eudora Helty has interpreted how man thinks and feels
about the battle between conscious realizations of things
of tho immediate world and the subconscious mind pictured
in the experiences of Marian on her visit

of

being incidents and people true to life.

However at no

cherity as

.one time did all three parts of Marian's personality have
equal force at the same time.
The central purpose and theme is.the mystery of man's
place in the Universe.

Btl:rth 1 .. death, and ressurection are

only mentioned.indirectly with references to the three
people.

Human potentialit-ies of body, mind, and spirit

are reflected in_ the actlve Ma."rian,· the passive bedridden
old woman, and the nurse1

.Creation~

destruction--the oycle of life are

conservation, and

mi~rored

in the four

characters.
II• - "A- WORN

PATH~'

· EudoI'a Welty 1.i:i short story,. "A Worn Path" has _been
chosen fOI' the next analysis in this thesis as a result of
much investigation of. ·her work which finds that critics
'
have agreed on the importance and quality of the story as
being a masterpiece of the shi;>rt· story_ Renre:
' '
She (Eudora
Welty)- :ia clearly
the outstanding short stoey writer of
the l9~0 1 s. Moreover ••• "A Worn Path"•••
(and others> ••• are masterpieces of the
sho:r>t story.SS

Rouge:

68Alf?'ed Appel, JI'. A Season Of Dreams. (Baton
Louia&na State U~ivers!ty Press, 1966, P• 255.
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Also, in addition to this statement by Alfred Appel, Jr.,
Buth Vande Kieft corroborates JKr. Appel.' s opinion:

•••• we have the rare delight of seeing a thing
rotmd and complete, and feeling, "this is a· gem;
this is perfection." A few of !Liss Tlel ty' s stories
offar exactly that rare delight: among them would
be included "A Worn Path" ••.• .69
Proceeding on the truth of the statement that the

-story has not been previously read by this writer, a direct
look is now taken at the three wo1•ds in the title, "A Worn
l'ath. 0

Consideration·.!ll'. Ji!:ll! title.

Following the technique

of analyzing en.ch word separately, the word "A" will be examined first.

Here, an indication fs made the same as that

which was evident concerning "A" in "A Visit 01· · Charity • 11
Being a. nondefinite article,

"fl"

points to a path in. .

. general--not some specific path.
is considered.
11

Next the wo:i;-d 1'\'iornu

Denotative and connotatiye meanings of

worn 11 as car1•ied in the dictionary, include the struc-

ture of the word which is the
"wear."

pa~t

partloiple

or

the verb

In tho short story title,_ "Worn" occupies the

position of an adjective and functions as a determiner of

69Ruth M. Vande Kieft. ll!usjora ll!'!lli· (New Haven,
Connecticut: College and Uni.varsity Press, 1962) • .P• 189.
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the noun "Path."

The word "worn" denotes impairment due

to use; to bear or suffer use; waste or diminish by
continual attrition; connoted as passage of time,
")'.ath, 11 the principal word in the short story title,
structured as a noun and functioning as a

·n~un,

has· the

following denotative an!i connotative ·meanings as carried
in, the dio~ionary:

footway; a trodden way or road; route,

or course; a track, roadway, Or the like, e:t;peqiaJ.ly
constructed as for racing or riding,

"Path" may have both

purr and snarl emotive elernent:s depending upon the
immediate ps,,.>::hological field of ·the_ readep·.

Connotative

meanings could include the proverbial saying "stra~ght
and narrqw" leaning towards Puritan beliefs, somewhat, as
being hard to travel with many pitfalls and. being difficult""
to keep upon,

.However,

"P~th"

may connote .pleasant

aaso.ciations such as obseI'ving natuI'e, flowers alongside,
biI'ds singing, soft gro.und underneath, peace and quite,
The reader may experience. negative or snarl emotions
of fear, .apprehension, dejection OI' grief,
opposite from

sn~I'l

emotions inay be gatheI'ed

The polaI'
a~·pUrI'

qualities of joy, anticipation, expeotency.t serenity,
acceptance OI' surp,rise which the I'eader experiences.

Since

the path is woI'n the readeI' can only tentatively asses.a the
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the meaning of the words carried in the title as beinv, a
road traveled long or much with many incidents and
experiences

havin~

occured on the journeys.

Evidently

the road just exists leadinp from somewhere to somewhere
without saying where the road started or where it ended
or whether the road ended.
Clues

~

support !h!_ title.

The next technique employed

will be a selection of a number of sentences,
para~raphs

pasaa~es

or

which will link to the title in positive or

_neflative supportinp elements.

The openinr. statement in

the short story, "A Worn Path," has connotative

meanin~s:

It was December--a briP.ht
frozen dav in the early mornin~.70

This sentence is positive to the title by havinp affinity
to "Worn" as the year has worn to an end--old or last part
of year.

The path reachinp to the end by "Worn" links to

December as the worn end of the year.
followed

durin~

the day.

The

Paths are usually

suoceedin~

sentence opens

more enliphtment on the title:

70rudora Welty. "A Worn Path." (New York'
Modern Library, Random House, 19~3), p. 276.

The
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Tar out in the country. there
waa an old Neuro woman with her head
tied in a red rag, co~in~ alonff a
path throuv.h the pinewoods .11
Thia

atate~ent

supports the title by concretely statinr

that the path was far out in the countl'V.
worn and the Neyro woman was old.

The path was

The path

pro~reesin~

throunh the pinewooda now yives the alert reader a deeper
insivht into the

meanin~

of "Path.•

Pine trees are

symbolic of

!~mortality

to Cirlot.

At this point. the reader may tentatively

or inexhaustible lite, accordinv

conclude that the word "Path• pertains to somethinP, more
than just an ordinarv path found in the woods .

The reader

is further enli ,htened by the next aentence r
Her na~e waa Phoenix Jackson .
She was vary old and ornall and she
walked alouly in the d rk pine shadows.
ovinv a little from aide to aide in
her 9teps . with the balanced heavines
and linhtness of a pendulum in a randf ather clock.72
Thia clue links to tho title directly by the words
"walkinv" and "pine ahadowa"-- a path t hrouPh the pines .

A

f'Y'Oteoque effect is found in the side movement ot the old
woman as well aa in the wordo

"li~htnesa 9

and "heaviness."

71Ibid.
72Fudora Weltv .
(Hew York:

"A Worn Path." Selected Stories .
ndo,. House, 19163), p . 275.

Te t-fodern Librarv,
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The swaying from side to side is descriptive of the way an
aged person ambulates, especially along a path lined with
pine trees.
unknown.

"Darlr shadows". forbodes going. into something

On this particular road or pa.th, her name,

"Phoenix" symbolizes, according to C:trlot, that she will
endure having gained fortitude from suffering the obstacles
and pitfalls she has encountered:
Now and then there was a quivering in the
thickflt. Old Phoenix said, "Out of my way,
all you foxes, 1 owls, beetles, jack-rabbits,
coons and wild ani!llllls! ••• Reep out from under
these feet, little bob-whites ••• Keep the big
wild hogs out of my path. Don 1 t let none of
those come running my direction. I got a
long way. "73
This paragraph. is positive to the title as the words

"thicket," 11 owls, 11 ••• and wild animals abound or near paths.
Foxes as found in Cirlot represent the devil or base attitudes.

The bob-whites, being ground birds symbolically

represent earth-bound attitudes which Old Phoenix 1s leaving behin@.

The names of the animals link to the first

paragraph with dark pine shadows.

Since a forest symboli-

zes the unconscious in the female or the Mother Earth, an

73Eudora Welty.
(New York: The ~odern

nA Worn Path."

Library~. Rando~

Selected Stor;les.
House, 1943, p. 276.
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assumption can be drawn that the story develops , from
clues relatinF to the title , a journey

throu~h

time.

~enera ll y ,

Eudora Welty deals with feminine characters,

but t he languaRe with which she describes their inner
thoughts result in p;rotesque or Gothic modes:
On she went. The woods were deep
and still. The sun made the pine needles
almost too brivht to look at, up where
the wind rocked. Down in the hollow was
the mournin~ dove--it was not too late
for him . 74
"Bripht," a feminine term is overbalanced bv "deep"
and "hollow."

Cones

~ymbolizes

the fertility of the earth

and the word "cones" links to the title throuph pinetrees.
"Dove, down in the hollow" symbolizes earth bound souls-not yet released:
Sun so hiph? she cried, leanin~
back and lookiny, while the thick tears
went over her e~es. "The time pettinp
all pone here." 5
"Sun so hivh" supports the title by linkinr. to early
morninF .

The

lanpua ~e

here ·is rhythmic

an~

has

~reater

sense force as a result of the adjective shifts to post
nominal positions .

When Old Phoenix has reached the hospital

74Ibid.
75Eudora Welty . " A Worn Path ." Selected Stories .
(New York: The Random House , 1943), p . 277.
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~fter

successfully

performin~

confront4d her on the

~ath

the twelve labors which

she explains about

h~r

Prandson:

" ~y little ~randaon, he sit up
there in the house all wrapped up,
waiting by himself, " ••• '.Je is the only
two left in the world. He suffer and
it don 't seem to nut him b~ck at all.
He pot a sweet look. He p;oing to last.
I could tell him from all others in
creation."76

H4're, Old Phoenix is symbolical

speakin~

with reference to her grandson who "is
faith in

!~mortality,

as viewed

~oinn

throu~h

of the eoul
to last."

Her

eschatolocical

beliefs in man 's direct relationship to the universe and
to life after death, is evidenced in the statement "He
suffer and it don ' t seem to out him back at all."

The

paragraph supports the title by reference to bird linkinv
to "path," and "wear" linkinv to "Worn."
. Objective conclusion.
Peth"

be~ins

The short storv, "A Worn

with the same "to be" tyoe of sentence as

did "A Visit Of Charitv," referrinv to clock time--"It was
December--a briP-ht
Althou~h

ful.

~rozen

dav in the earl'' rnorninP.."

the year has worn to an end, the outlook is cheer-

The story opens with descriptive

76Ibid., P• 288.

ele~ent~

referrinP.
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to the heroine and t he
p lace .

settin~

of t he events that take

Only a ninimun number of

state~ents

have been

a pplied to support the title out the reader can perceive,
by a pplying the use of syMbols, the technique of determining the predominent s ent e nce tvpe I , and

observin~

the adjective and adverb shiFts, that the tone of the
story is slow, with greater reflective time.
relivious tone is felt .
journey

throu~h

The worn path represents man's

life as he meets the tasks, dangers, and

tribulations with
by

A deeply

di~nity,

courage end fortitude as shown

the character of Old Phoenix Jackoon.

III.

"ASPHODEL"

The third short story , "Asphodel," will be analyzed
throu;rh the same process and by the same techniques that
were used in "A Visit of Charity" and "A Worn Path."

How-

ever , the analysis will be compressed into a shorter
veraion due to the extensive

len~th

-- ---- -----

Consideration of the title.

~~~~~~~

of this thesis.
Denotative and

connotative meaninvs of the word , "asphodel" as carried
in the dictionarv include these definitions:

Any of a ~enus of plants of t he
lily family. Several species are
cultivated for flowers; a plant belonpin~
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to ;:my o.r: "'cveral relat e~ >enera . The
asphode l of the earl y EnRlis h poets
was t he d~ffodil; the asphodel of the
Greek poets i s supposed t o be the
narcissus.
At this point the reader can not det ermine to wh ich
S""lecies of the l ily

fa~i lv

"Asphode l" is referrinv .

He

can on l y conclude that the s olitary word has some re f e rence
o~

connect ion to Chri stia n be liefs from t he symbol ic

conno t a t i on of the word me aninfT " flower of i mmortality . "
'rhe reader nay connot e the word t o be an emb l em of purity
~nd vir ~i n ity .

Enotive e l e ments , positive or neRative ,

rnav be experienced by the reader depending upon past neura l
expe rie nces , combined with the physical conditions which
the individua l is experiencing a t t h i s partic ular moment
in addition t o t he word "Asphodel " which has been br o ught
to a ttention .
v ~ rdner

Purr e motions may be aroused i n an avid

who is ab l e to experience beaut y i n any flower , or

in a ll f lower s , which can produce emo tive elements of j oy ,
serenit y , ama zement or acceptance .

A t en tat ive conclus ion

as t o meaninv carried in t he title a t t h is moment i s that
t he wor d "Asphodel" denotes a l ily which i s the traditional f lower of i mmorta l i t y , al s o of p urity , s ummer , and
beauty .

The techn i que will now move to an app rai s al of

t he clues in the s t or y

li nkin~

to the title.
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S tayin~

Clues to support t he title .

with t he words

as s tated , a close ana l vcis is made of statements nrovidinp

clues that link denotatively or connotativelv to the tit l e
of the short story .

The openinp aentence falls into the

"to be " type s entence pattern , which is identical to the
o ..... eninlT sentences in

" 1

V.:sit Of Chari ty" - - - "It lo/as rr id-

l"lorninp ," and "A Worn Path "-- " It was December" :
It was a cloudless day- -a round
hill wl,ere t'lle wurr.t winds b lew . It was
noon , And without a shado\1 , the line of
colwr~s rose in RCrf ect erectncs5 ~ro
the gree n vines .77

'The word " day" l inks to "Asphodel , "

denotin~

flower , "daylily , " which is com..":lon in f"<'lrdens .

"A round

hill" is an expreosion connotatinP the Ac r opolis ,
locntion in

~rec ce ,

o~

s~tuatcd

columns" conjures a

nictur~

on top of the ftcropo lis.

link to the title , pooitivelv ,
that

"Asp~odel"

articula~lv

~

further identified hv " the warm w" nds "

which would cover the Acropolis from the
"line

a

o

Meditterene~n

Sea .

the Parthenon

mhese mentioned clu s

resultin~

in the

assu~pt ion

is a Gtory related tor-reek mytholo .... , , and

to the narciGuus flower .

'arcissus acccY'd inp

77 -udora qeh.v . "/'sphoccl , '' "'elt-ctnd Stc1 i _r .
The Aodern Librarv, Randon House, 1943), n . 95 .

( "lew York :
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to the Greek le gend , was a beautiful youth
of whom Echo died .

~or

vain love

tlcr.iesis , c-;oddess of retrib utive justice ,

caused trarc i s sis t o fal l in l ove with his otrn reflection
in a fountain .
9han~ed

He pined away in desire for it and was

i nto the

narcissi~ .

"Narcissus " is sy ":lbolic of an

introverted personal itv and a self suf'icient attitude .
The next c lue introduces the n umber " three " which
has bee n found repeated a gai n a nd

a~ain

in much of Eudora

i;e l t y ' s work :
A l itt l e company of t h r e e women
stood fixed on t he slope before t he
ruin , hold i nv wicker ba skets be f ore
them. They we r e not vounp .7 8

The par aRraph i s po sitive t o t he t i tle
"•mrnen " a s be inf!

~rowe rs

to ho l d the f lower s.

th ro u ~h

t he clues

o f fl owe rs and by "basket s " used

Po s it i ve reference s to t he s ense s is

fo und in t he statement :
As pho de l . It was a P.olden r uin :
s i x Doric c olumns with t he e ntab l a t ure
unbroken ove r the f irst t wo , f ull facin p,
the approa c h . The sky was pu r e , t rans parantl an d round like a shell over thi s

h ill .7 ~

78Eudora Welty . "Aspho de l . " Selected St ories .
( Tew Yor k : The Mode rn Library , Random House , 1943) , p . 95.
79 Eudora Welty . "As phodel . II Selected Stories.
( Ne w Yor k : The Modern Lib r ary , Random Hous e , 1043), p .95 .
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rirst positive link to the title is the word
"Asphodel" which is now interpreted as beinR some sort
of past ruins .

The se l fsame " to be" type sentence has

been employed in both sentences .

The number "six"

symbolically reinforces the idea of

vir~inity

of the

human soul as stated in the ana l ysis of the title .
"Asphodel" as the ruins symbollically siQ"nifies desolation
and the end .

Reading further in the story the reader

learns that the three old maids have corne on a picnic the
day after the death of their friend ,

~iss

Sabina.

They

seem g lad of the death:
They were lau~hin~
at once dryinp their feet
side of the stream • • •• the
with meats •• fruits •• and a
of blackberry cordia1 . ao
A

positiv~

freely all
on the other
cloth was spread
thin dark bottle

link to the title is seen in this paraFraph

throuF,h the assumption that the old maids are

vir~ins,

pure as lilys; but experiencinP. freedom for the first
time , symbol ized by the
Movinp

throu~h

po~eRranite s

the story, further, the o l d maids describe

the outside of Miss Sabina ' s house ;

80Ibid .

and the wine .

1

p . 97.
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Her house was a square of marble
and stone, the front dark as pitch •••
not one bl de of ~rass prew in the ha rd
preen pround, but in places a root stuck
up like a serpent.Bl
This parapraph is

ne~ative

to the title.

A nothic

effect i s sounded in the

wo~ds

of "pitch ,"

" ~arble,"

bein~

contrary to the brir.htneas

and

~ stone"

as

" ser~ent ,"

of the sky , or the l iyht , happy a tmosphere of a bride's
home.

A forbodinp of dis aste r is to follow&
" She was painted . to be beautiful
and terrible in the face , all dark
around the eyes •• in the way of the ~rand
ladies of the South rrown old. She wore
a fine jet black wir, of rreat size for
she had lost her hair by some illness or
violence."82

Ap in , thia DaraPraph does not support the title as the

oualities of

iss Sabina ' s beauty are artificia l and re fer

to ruin --not a flo'' r.
same in tance evoke
The loss o

a

Beauti ul and terrible in the
~rotesque

t he woman's hair

reduced to failure .

irnar.e in the reader • e mind.

ey~bolizes

A nythical element,

that she had been
alon ~

repetition of the numbar three , e nters the

with a

s~ory :

8lrudora Welty. "Asphodel." Selected Stories .
( Iew York : The Modern Library• Random House. 1943), p . 98 .
82Ibid ., P• 104.
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She bore three children ••• There
was Minerva and she was drowned--bef ore
her weddinP' <!av. There was Theo •• in
his ?,own of law, killed in a fall off
a wild horse he was bound to ride •••
Lucian shootin~ himself on the courthouse steps , drunk in the broad dayliyht.83

This

para~raph

is anti-t itle since it deals with acts of

sin as opposed to the symbolic purity of the asphodel.

The

epic quality of medias res may be determined in the next
statement :
When the stor.y was taken up ap,ain, •••
its narrative was only part of memory now,
and its beninninp mi?.ht seem minF,led and
freed in the blue air of the hill.a~
Positive references to aenses--blue air, and hill
are made .
~urther

A reference to intellect is

~ade

in "memory ."

on in the story the reader cornea to a

tra~ic

element:

" She was possessed--she ra~ed .
She rocked from side· to side , she danced.
Miss Sabina ' s arms ~oved like a harvester's
in the field, to destroy all that was in
the little room •••• we did not know how t o
put a name to the end of her life ••• " 85

( ~ew

83t udora Welty. "Asphodel ." Selected Stories .
Yorkr The Modern Library , Pandom House , 1943), p . 100.

B4rbid ., p . ioo .
d5Ibid ., p . 108 .
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A positive clue io linked to the title with "She rocked
from side to side, she dan ced . "

Lillies rock back and

fo rth or from side to side in the wind.

They dance.

Sabina is

satisfaction.

~ropin ~

and searchinf for

so~c

Miss

She haa been unable to accept any part of life over which
she had no control .
ended in trar.edy.

Thus her basic drive for power has

I n contraGt to the

~ rotesque

scene

just quoted the story presents a bripht atmosphore:
Now they lay stretched on their
sides on the ~round, • • • little smiles
forminR on their moutho , their eves half
closed, Phoebe with a iuicy preen leaf
between her teeth , above them like a
dream rested the briRht columns of
asphodel , a dream like the other side
of their lamentationa . 86
"A juicy

~reen

leaf" symbolically links this passape to t he

title positively by representinr hope and happiness with
leaninps toward the enjoyment of terrestrial thing£ :
Out into the radiant lipht with
one foot forward had stepped a bearded man, • ••
He was rude and ~o l den as a lion . He did
nothin~ and he said nothinp while the birds
sanp on . But he was naked.87

York:

86Eudora Welty. "Asphodel ." Select ed Stories . ( New
The t'odern Library , Random llouse , 1943>, p . l09 .
87Ibid . , p . 109 .

.
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" olden as a lion" and "he was naked" are clues positive
to the title .

If the title is alludinR to the question of

immortality then the naked

~an

symbolized Adam by the fact

that he did nothing and he said

innocent in his nakedness.

nothin~.

His eyes

He was pure and

bearin~

without a

break upon the three women is symbolic of a defense of the

spirit .

The nude man may also have an attraction rooted

in the urAes beyond the control of the unconscious mind .

At this point the story leaves the dream world or the
story of t he past and enters into the live s of the three
women , themselves:

That was ~r . Don ?4 cinnis • " spoke
Cor a . "It was not." said Irene. "It was
a vine in thij wind. 0 • • • • • I didn ' t look,"
said Phoebe . 8
.
11

Sensory emotive elements are evoked in the old maids
induced by the attitude of lasciviousness and vain
exhibition of the naked man .
responsive in this

para~raph

The

wo~en

are emotionally

but are still in a world of

dreams :

88Eudora We lty . "Asphodel." Selected Stories .
( New York: The t'odern Library , Random House , 1943},
p. 110.
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"Into the bug~y!" Cora , Irene,
and Phoebe were inside the open bu~gy,
the whip was raised over the old horse.
Leaninp from the sides of the bu~Py,
each on of them threw back biscuits
with both hands.89
The classical settinP of this episode renders a
comic note , but positive to the title.
power.

"Whip" connotes

"Horse" symbolizes life forces.

In the story

there is found an emphasis on the world of emotion
stress ing good "heart," actinp; in terms of the world of
thin~s ,

quite stronp with the senses even

thou~h

most of

the action takes place in a dream world:
Cora was standinp, up in the open
drivinv. it like a chariot •••• The
little ~oats stopped with their heads flecked
to one side 1 and then their horns met over
the prize . 9u
bu~~y,

The sensuous dreams of the three old maids are typified
in the hot summer day which results in their apparen t fleeinP.
from an unconsc ious desire.
the title .

This

para~raph

is positive to

The chasing v,oats mock the old maids and their

dreams of the past .

89Ibid ., P• 111.
90Eudora Welty. "Asphodel." Selected Stories.
( New York: The Modern Library, Random House, 1943),
p . 112.
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,ObjectiveF, conclusions.
can vary.

Solutions for this story

The reader may now indicate possibilities.

The name of the story must be significant.

kn. important

point to keep in mind is that· "Asphodel" may symbolically

connote irmnortality, or purity end virginity.

Reading

the story on a physical level the reader can easily iden-

tify with the characters as being exact replicas of people
who are mot in every day life.

lliss Sabina's story is a

counter plot subnumed to the story of the three women.
The old maids are terrified at the thought of having carnal contact with a roan as their subconscious desires remain unfulfilled.

All the characters in "Asphodel'' are

isolo.tod from one cause or another.

Working through the

clues which include words carrying r,rounds for imagination 9 the reader considers such words as "Asphodel,"
"round hill," "columns," "baskets, 11 "ruin," "golden,"
"three women," "thin dark bottle," "serpent, 11

11

rnarble, 11

"three children,n "Theo," 11 Minerva," "naked, 11 "goats,"
and "chariot. 11

These ltey words must not be overlooked.

They demand denotations and connotations relating to the
world of accepted symbols forcing the raader to a psychological view of the old maid's behavior.
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Since the dictionary defines "Asphodel"
a

~anus

a~

anv of

of plants of the lily family , an upplication of

t he clues "round hill," "uarm winds , "

"colu~ns,"

and

"ruins , " t!lc render can conclude that the otory concerns
t he que stion of 5ome undetermined f orce vnd is told
through methods and techniques of a mythical type of
ancient r,reek

liter~ture .

The fnntasy in tho lives of the

three old maids is 'Eudora Welty ' s way of Gayinf" that they
refuse to f aca the present and their consistent mode of
livinr, in a world of dreamG .

is utilized in a very

The

in~enious

u~e

of mythic

~a tcrial

manner , practically

weavi np; two themes into one storv .

In view of the synbolic

words and expressions which the author has used to
describe

places , persons and e vents , the reader concludes

that the present- day ruina of "Asphodel" do not

GuPve~ t

any

bcautv of the l ily and the paot was not beau ti:ul nor pure
as the three old women told of the otorv .

aa a lily of
three

vir~ino

mournin~ ,

The asphodel,

is an appropriate name for th e

uho have existed in an emotional dosert ,

hcwever ouch they may desire the naked man .

CHAPTER IV
STATISTICAL EVIDENCE SIIOWHIG RATIOS AMONG SEHSORIAL,
CONCEPTUAL, AND EMOTIVE ELEMEHTS AS FOUND
IN THE SHORT STORIES

This thesis has progressed through Step Three on the
premise that a literary analysis of the short stories, by
the reader, can point out, with a substantially consistent
prognosis, an indication as to the meaning of the particular
short story in question.

Sense, sensations, and sensi-

bility have been considered as related to phonemic sounds
of words, and variations in sentence structure.
A ransom sampling of sentences has been performed by
selecting every fifth sentence from among the total number
of six-hundred seventy six sentences contained in the three
short stories:

"A Visit of Charity," "A Worn Path," and

"Asphodel" (by Eudora Welty).

The data relating to mind,

heart. and body as measured by the procedures indicated on
the following four tables is presented for observation.
Table I shows the results of the analysis of the total
number of 176 verbs used in the

1~9

random selected sen-

tences in terms of emotive tones, as determined by the vowels
in their variable arrangements in the verbs.

A marked

degree of Gothic ef fecta is noted in the high ratio of

lOS

falling9 heaviness and snarl elements in vowel sounds in
variations of the verbs.

The responses of falling, heavi-

ness, and snarl tones indicate a positive state of mind by
the commands 0 affirmations and denials as given in the
sentences.

The term "Neogothic" is identified as a Gothic

type of literature concerning things inexplicable, violent,
grotesque and supernatural set in a modern situation.
down
Gothic - - - - -

-"

heavy

-=

masculine

-=

A Gothic effect in literature is obtained bl' a downward

movement of the forceful aoundsi such as "jumped," "spoke,"
"moved," "saw," "wacked, 11 and "wore"; the heaviness of the
words\ and the masculine terms used or by all three methods.
The choice is optional.
Anti-Gothic effects are obtained by either an upward
movement of sound ·values indicating a negative state of

mind, doubt, appeal, or concession; words of light sounds
such as "lit," "flit" and "bright"; and feminine words such
as "tenderness , 0 "sweetness ,n and "meekness" t
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upward

light
=
feminine
::

Ant:i-Gothic - - - - -

The long phonemic vowel sounds in the verbs render strong
Gothic qualities

by

their quickness, brevity, and forceful-

ness of their commands, affirmations, and completion of the
actions.

As indicated in Table I the ratio of light, rising,

and purr emotions, or Anti-Gothic is relatively one half
the emotive value of Gothic elemento.
Table I shows the emotive tones of such verbs as
"opened," "walked,"

11

il.eaned, 11 "smelled," "screarned, 11 taken

from "A Visit of Charity," to be heavy, forceful from their
long

vo~1el

sounds carrying Gothic tones in falling effects

from the sentence context.

Feminine sounds, which were in

a low ratio, are picked up in such t11e.rbs as "shifted,"
"lifted," and "listened" emphasized by the light quick "i"
sound in the verb nThe women reclined before the food, 11
from "Aophodel.n The. light

"i"

recited it and came to the end."

sound is seen in, "--they

Also taken f:rom "Asphodel."
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IDENTIFICATION

or

TERMS AS USED Ill TABLE I '

II, III, AND IV

Falling:

The downward movement of the vowel sound produces

vocal signs for varying degrees of a positive state of mind,
such as affirmation--"yes"; cornmand--"go"; and denial--"no,"
masculine, violence, forcefulness, dejection, remorselessness1 keeping in mind oe:i:ttain consonantal combinations.
Risings

The rising movement of vowel sounds indicate a

reverse emotive trend:· speed, femininity, quickness, antitet'I'estrialness, aeryism.
Light:

A light sound in a word.produces a light effect, such

as "flit," "lit."
A heavy vowel sound indicates an emotive tone of

Hea'!Y:

dominion, power, authority and command--"roared," "bellow."

-

Purrz

A purr> word such as "likeable" produces an emotion

calling for admir>ation.

Snarl:

A snarl word such as "deepicable" induces an emotion

calling forth a distaste for something.
NeutJ:talt

A word or expression which GXpreases neither a
- -

-----

positive or negative reaction to a proposition ia neutr>al.
Emotives

The emotive part of man's basic personality deals

with the world of the imagination--spiritual and connotative.
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Sensorial:

The aensorial aspect of man's personality deals

with the five senses and the world of things.
Intellectuals

The intellectual element of m!ll1 1 s personality

concevns reason and intellect.
Gothio:

Refers to things violent• grotesque, and super-

natural~

Anti-Gothic:

An upward

moveme~t

toward questions of things

not explicit.
Masculines

Power and authority exhibited by strong qualities

of manQs utterances.
Feminine r

Words of sweetness and persuasion b?'ought about

by gentle soundso
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TABLE I
EMOTIVE TOUES AS DET£RHIHED BY VO'.ilELS IN THEIR VARIABLE
ARRANGEMENTS IM VERBS

Emotive Tone•
in Verba
Voweia

Ho. ot
Sentence a
Analyzed

Total
Humber of
Verba

frequency ot
Reaponae

Ratio

Falling

149

176

1 .. 9

10111

Rising

149

176

.. 2

5:21

Light

1"9

176

38

5:21

Heavy

llt9

176

lll9

10111

Purr

149

176

82

ls2

Snarl

llt9

176

101

223

Neutral

l&i9

176

6

ls27
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Table II ahowa the ratios of emotive elements in the
short stories aa determined by the combinations of consonant
phonemic sounds in nouns pointed out in the randomly selected
sentences.

Out of the total number of 379 nouns, the trend

toward Gothic structure is evidenced by a high frequency of
response in heavy, and falling elements aa compared to the
light and rising tones.

Also shown in Table II ia a

definite trend toward heavy, masculine sounds which are
characteristic of power, authority, and command exhibited
in the strong, forceful qualities of speech with which man
exercises his domination over animals and sometimes over
his fellowman.

Adjacent consonants were considered with

utmost care in determining the power and strength of the
word or expression in which they occured.

Table II shows

a slightly higher ratio of purr elements in the short
stories, "A Visit of Charity," •A Worn Path," and
"Asphodel," indicating a positive element of evidence in
clues relating to the titles.

A purr tone io produced by

a word, or a noun, which tends to produce a soothing ,
pleasing reaction in the reader toward the subject in
question.

A snarl reaction is produced by words which

arouse negative elements of emotion or resentment.

A

snarl emotive reaction could result from the words "tracks,"
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•atinkweeda,• "ghost,• or •snake•; a purr emotion may result
trom the terms "Bible,• "day," "song,• "spring,• and •santa
Claus."
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TABLE II
EMOTIVE TONES AS DETERMIHED BY COMBINATIONS OF CONSOflANT
PHONEMIC SOUNDS IN NOUtlS FOUND IN RANDOMLY SELECTED

SENTENCES

to

Total

Frequency

Analyz•d

Number
of Nouns

Response

Falling

149

379

157

215

Rising

149

379

52

1:7

Light

149

379

70

2111

Heavy

1 .. 9

379

136

Srl4

Purr

149

379

109

2:7

Snarl

149

379

80

2:9

Neutral

149

379

17

1:22

Response
Element
Measured

No. of
Sentences

of

Ratio
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Table III preeent• data relative to sensorial. intellectual. and emotive elements as found in sentence variation• plus sentences in paragraph context.

Structural

components of four baaio sentence types were analyzed and
considered with applications of sounds of aenae and sensibility.

Sentence Type

r.

which ia composed of a noun

phrase plus the intraneitive verb, a null predicate. and

an optional adverb in the fourth position, emits greater
For example, •she walked on," "The time come

force .

around," "The old woman sat down, bolt upri ght in the
chair."

These sentences are typical of Old Phoenix in •A

Worn Path."
Adjectives and adjectival elements normally placed
in prenorainal positions, also, produce greater emotive
force than if placed as predicate adjectives or in post
nominal position.

Thie element can be observed in the

sentence "With her hands on her knees, the old woman
waited."

In response to senaorial; intellectual; emotive;

aenaorial-intellectual, eensorial-intellectual-emotive;
and sensorial-emotive elements measured in the

1~9

sen-

tences analyzed, Table III shows a very high frequency of
aenaorial-emotive tones, indicated by the sentence patterns.
and variations in sentence patterns

a~onr,

the selected
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•hort atoriea. "A Visit of Charity,• "A Worn Path,• and
"Asphodel.•

Table III shows a consistent tendency for

the data to lean toward Senaorial-Emotive tones with indications of sentences of Emotive-Sen•orial-Intellectual

qualities.
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TABLE III
SENSORIAL 1 INTELLECTUAL, AND EMOTIVE ELEMENTS AS FOUND IN
SENTENCE PATTERNS AND SENTENCE VARIATIONS + SENTENCES

IN PARAGRAPH CONTEXT

Response to

Element
Measured

No. of
Sen'tences
Analyzed

Frequency
of

Ratio

Response

Sensorial

149

12

2i25

Intellectual

l1J9

6

lt25

Emotive

1 .. 9

21J

1160

SensorialIntellectual

l&J9

l

ltl50

SensorialIntelle.ctual
Emotive

149

27

2tll

SensorialEmotive

149

100

2:3
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Table IV consists of data which shows the ratios
among sensorial, intellectual, and emotive elements as found

in intra sentence patterns and sentence variations plus
sentences in ultra parap.raph context.

The sentences

selected at random for this particular data consist mostly
of conversations between and among the characters found in

"A Visit of Charity," "A Worn Path," and "Asphodel."

A

snarl emotion is conceived from the sentence, "Seem like
there is chains about my feet, tirne I get this far 9 "
and a purr reaction comes from the statenent, "How, now,
' Addie, said the first old wonan."

Both these s&ntencee

were spoken by very old women in different stories of
Eudora Welty.
A high ratio of Gothic tones is presented in Table IV
evidenced by such sentences as, "The window shade was down,
and the only door was shut."

"She wot'e a fine 1et-black

wig of great size, for she had lost her hair by some illnass or violence."

In the sentence, "The bearded man had

not moved once•" masculine effects are aeen which is in a
high ratio consistent with other ratios of measured elements leading to Neogothic tones.

A trend shows toward

positive reactions to the titles, clues and
evidence among the thNle short stories.

supportin~

Gothic elements

determined almost twice the frequency of responses as AntiGothic elements.
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TABLE IV
STATISTICAL DATA RELATrw; TO RATIOS AMONG SE lSOttIAL,
nrTELLECTUAL A'JD EHOTI VI: ELEMENTS AS FOlPJD

IN IUTRA SENTENCE PATTERNS AND SENTENCE
VARIATIOHS + SENTENCES IN ULTRA
PARAGRAPH

Response to
Element

~lo.

Measured

Analyzed

of

Sentences

CONTEXT

rrequencv
of
Response

Ratio

Purr

149

75

1:2

Sn:irl

149

67

10 :21

Feminine

1~ 9

75

1:2

Mas culine

149

57

5:13

149

33

2:9

149

64

5 : 11

149

34

5:22

Neutral

.

Gothicdown

Anti-Gothic

up
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The concluding table, Table V, shows the comparative ratios as to the responses found among the short
stories studied with respect to each other.

The short

stories include "A Visit of Charity," "A \lorn. Path•" and
"Asphodel."

Elements measured include the falling and

rising tones leading to Gothic or Anti- Gothic effects;
purr and snarl emotive elements as pertinent to the title
and clues supporting the title with neutral statements
producing a set emotion; masculine elements in words
giving force and power to the statements , commands and
denials ; also feminine qualities of the terms used in
relation to the characters; statements and gestures

ade

by the characters in one story as col':lpared to the same

statements and gestures made by characters in another
story.

"Every window was closed, and every shade was

down." --"Clytie"; "The window shade waa down , and the only
door was closed. "--"A Visit of Charity. "

"There wae one

completely dark room inaide,"--"Asphodel," are identical
element s in three different situations .
with three people ,

Miss

~elty

deals

enerally in her stories and various

objects with three feet.
Ratios in Table V appear to be consistent relative to
falling, heavy, masculine, and snarl elements leading to
othic tones in the randomly selected short stories.
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TABLE V
COMPARATIVE RATIOS /\S TO RESPONSES rotmD AMOUG THE SHORT

STORIES STUDIED '-IITH RESPECT TO EACH OTHJ.:R

Response to
El••ent
Measured

Overall

Ratio

•A Visit of
Charity"

"A Worn
Path"

"Aaphodel"

Fallin~

3t ..

7ltl00

7:31

67t100

Rising

31l1t

3tl5

3117

3120

Li11ht

7132

7t33

7131

7: Oil

Heavy

317

3275

3:6

315

Purr

113

1:3

lt35

1128

Snarl

Stll

5112

5:13

5109

Neutral

21 .. 9

7151

2s67

2141

Anti-Gothic

5s22

s t21

5122

5:19

Gothic

Stll

5113

5112

5117

Masculine

5:13

5:12

Ssl ..

Sall

Fe11inine

1:2

lsl8

1121

1116

l? n
Summa!)'

2!.

Chapter

!Y.•

The purpose of Chapter IV

has been to obtain specific ratios among sensorial, intellectual, and e motive parts of ma.n's basic personality as
shown in Eudora Welty's ohort stories.

The ratios show

a consistency of higher values in teI't:lS of falling sound
elements; a larger proportion of masculine terms used
although the characters a r e predominantly women; and a
higher ratio of heaviness in the sounds of vowels in verba
and in combinations of consonant phonemic elements in
selected nouns.

These elements determine a Gothic type

of literature set in a modern generation, with consistencies in the ratios as shown by the five factors listed in
the tables which are as followsz
I.

Volitional tones aa determined by vowels in their
varioua arrangements in verbs.

II.

Imaginative responses as determined by combinations
of phonemic sounds in nouns found in randomly
selected sentences.

III.

Physical, cognitive and connotative elements as
found in randomly selected sentences.

IV.

Statistical data relating to ratios

amon~

the world

of things; faculties of the mind; and intuitional

1 21

elements as found in sentence patterns and aentence
variations plus sentences before and after.

v.

Ratios relevant and comparative to the resoonses
found among the ahort story characters with respect
to each other.

CHAPTER V
APPLICATION OF PLUTCHIK'S EMOTIONAL THEORY
In this chapter Plutchik's Emotional Theory is
applied and the I'esults now follows the evidence that was
discovered in Chapters III and IV relative to sensorial,
intellectual, and emotive elements as discovered in the
three short stories, "A Visit of Charity," "A Worn Path,"
and "Asphodel," as related to a Neogothic type of literature.

Robert Plutchik, in his book The Emotions, con-

siders the problem of the kinds, the variations, and the
intensities of emotions.

The basic postulates of his

theory states there are eight pure or primary emotions

r.

which ara briefly explained as follows:
refers to

more-or-le~s ran~on

or play.

II.

Exploration--

activities such as curiosity

Deotruction--occurs ,.,hen the orpanisrn con-

tacto a barrier to the sat sfaction of some need :md
consists of soTUe attempt to destroy the barrier in some
degree of intensity.

III.

associated with some

de~ree

tion--a pattern of behavior
outside stimuli.

v.

Reproduct!on--denoted responses

of pleasure.
indicatin ~

IV.

acceot-.ince of

Orientlltion--occur'3 when

new or strange has been contacted.

VI.

Incorpora-

oriething

Protection--is the

1 ?3

response to conditions of pain or destruction.

VII.

Depri-

vation--behavior resulting
from the loss of something.
I
VIII.

Rejection--a ridance reaction.

These eight emo-

tional mixtures have been applied in varying degrees of
intensities to every se tance found in the three short
stories.

An adequate adalys is of Plutchik's theory f or

this literary purpose is given on pa ges 124 , 125 , and 126 .

ik ' s Theory

This t heory , modified
basic s t atements .

r literary purposes , has certain

The basic statements a
that
a.
1an has eight e otional states .
b . Each emot ional tate is composed of several distinct

c.

emotions , each
sit y ) r-unninp f
are those at th
decreasing in i
Each emotional
position with r
states are numb
I . Explo

II .

d.

state

presented by a number value Cintenom 3- 11. The most intense emotions
top , with succeedin ~ emotions
tensity .
tate has a number and a definite
lation to the others . The eight
red as follows r
ation--a positive , or purr emotional

Destr ction--a negative , or snarl emotiona state .
III .
Repro uction--a positive , or purr e oti on a state .
IV. Inco oration-- a positive , or purr enotiona otate .
v. Orien ation--a positive , or purr e otional
state
VI . Prote tion--a negative , or snarl emotional
state
VII . Depri ation--a negative , or snarl e moti on a state .
VIII . Rejec ion--a ner.ative , or snarl emotional
state
In tabular form we have the e motions under each e~o
tional state , t r.ethe r with their relative intensities .
I + Exploration

Ant icipation (7. 3)
Expectancy ( 6 . 8)
Attentiveness ( . 9 )
Set ( 3. 6 )

II .

Destruction

Rage ( 9 . 9 )
Anger CB. 4 )

Annoyance ( 5)

III .

Reproduction
Ecstacy
( 10 )

Joy ( 3. l )
Happiness
(7. l )

Pleasure

( s. 7)

Seren ity
( 4 . 4)

Calmness
( 3 . 3)
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Plut hik ' s Theory
IV .

v.

Incorporation
Admission (4. 2)
Accept ance (4. 0 )
Inaorporation (3. 6 )

VI .

VII .

Proteetion
Terror ( 10. 15 )
Panic ( 9 .75)

re

r ( 8.

Deprivation
Crief C 8 . 83 )
sorrow C7 • 5 3)

>

App~ehension

Orientation
Astonishment ( 9 . 3)
Amazecient ( 8. 3)
Surprise (7. 3)

Dejection ( 6 . 26 )
Gloominess (5. 5)
fensiveness C4. 4)

( 7 .4)

Timidity ( 4.)

VI II . Rejection
Loathin~ ( 9 . 10 )
Dis us t ( 7. 6)
Disli ke (5. 50 )

Boredom Clf . 7)

Tireeomen ss ( 4. S)
The Naming
(obt aining from addinr.

f E otion- tixtures

ese combinat ions :

I +II , II+III ,

III +IV , IV+V, V+VI , VI +VII , VII+VIII , VIII+T

Anger + Joy = Pride
Joy + Acceptance = Love , rrienrlship
Accept ance + Surprise = Curiosity
Surprise + F ar = Al arm, Awe
Fear
Sorrow = Despair , ruilt
Sorrow + Disgust = Mise , Remorse . forlornness
Disgust + Expectancy = nicism
Ex pe ct ancy + Anger c Ar p,ression • Reven e , Stubbornness .
Secondar;::

t>Vaas

( obtained by adding I +I I I , II+rv . III+V, IV+VI , V+VII ,
VI+VIII , VII +! • VIII +II .)
An er + Acceptance -= Do inance
Joy + Surprise = Deli~h
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ik ' s Theory
Acceptance + Fear = Sub
Surprise + Sprrow = Emba
Fear + Disgust = Shame ,
Sorrow + Expectancy = Pe
Disgust + Anger = Soorn ,
Resent
Expectancy + Joy = Opti

asion , Modesty
rassment, Disappoint~ent
rudishness
simism
Loathing , Hate , Indi nation ,
ent , contempt , and Hostility .
sm, cour ~• , hopelessness, conceit

Tert arv

ads

( obtained from adding I + V, II+V , IIl+VI, IV+VII , V+VIII,
VI+I, VII +II , VIII+III)
Anger + Surprise = Outra
Surprise + Disgust - Rej
Disgust + Joy = Morbidne
Acceptance + Sorrow = Re
Sorrow + Anr,er = Envy , S
Fear + Expectancy = Anxi
Diet
Expectancy + Acceptance
Joy + Fear = ~ uilt

e , Resent ment , Hate
ct ion
s

ipnation , Sentioentality
l1 anness
tv, Ceution , Dread , Cowardliness ,
ust
Fatalism
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Primary , secondary , and tertiary dyads
Primary Dyads

Secondary Dyads

Pride

Tertiary
Resentment

*

l ove
c uriosity
all\rm

despair

ads

( outrage ) *

delight
submission
disappoint ent

guilt
resi nation

shame

anxiety

scorn
( contenpt)
optimism
pessimism

sullenness

( drecd)

misery
oynicie
ayyreeaion

(envy)

f ataiia

*The terms in parentheses are alternative designations of
the emotion mixture. The dash indicates that no suitable
n me has b n found .
The

emotion-conponents in sorne personality traits .

r:rnotion- cor:tponenta

Trait
Sarcastic
Cruel
Spiteful

Vicious

Rebellious
Anxious
C utious
Servile

Ob dient
Docile

Forlorn

Shy
Pessimistic
Hopeful
Sullen
Sentimental

rir::;t choice
Annoyance
Rare
D snust
Pape

Second Choice
Loa thin ~
Lenthin

Rape

Disgust

Antici.pation
TiMidity
ear
Acceptance
Tlmidity
Sorrow
Timidity
Sorrow
Anticipation
Sorrow
Pensiveness

er
Loathing

An

re r

Heedfulness

Acceptance
Timidity
Acceptance
Tinidity
Fear
Fear
Pleasure

Annoyance

Pleasure
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Table I shows the application of Plutchik'a Emotional
Theory to the ratio• among eensorial, intellectual, and emotive elements as found in Chapter IV with the ave-ape dominant emotion recorded in each emotive state.

Under the

firat prototype emotion of Exploration, the dominant average
intensity ot emotion was discovered to be "attentivenesa•
as an emotion-quality of wonder and curiosity
employing the aense orr.ans.

~enerally

The aecond prototvpe emotion

dirrteneion, Destruction , was found to have an average intensity of "anger• which occured in the short etoriea when the
subject tailed to overcome barriers to the reachiny o!
y,oala and showed, in each of th• three short etoriea, one
or more of the oharaotera ' ir:apulees to destroy, threaten or
intimidate by verbal or physical

~ttacke

on the of fender.

Reproduction, the third prototype pri ary emotion, reveals
"pleasure" to be the average dominant ele ent, •• an
oppoaite reaction to anger.

The next averaye dotll.nant emo-

tion, "acceptance• is recorded under Incorporation aa an
oppoaite of rejection .

Under Orientation the dominant

average emotion results in •aurpri•e" or a ner.ative emotion
with a high point average .

"Fear• ehovin

the hiRheat fre-

quency or occurrence vaa the average dominant emotion to
be "dejection• which vaa depicted in various characters
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throughout the short stories as a reaction to the loss of
possession.

The emotive elements of "attentiveness,"

"pleasure," "acceptance," and "surprise," are emo t ion elements which produce a purr or positive attitude in the
short stories resulting in further proof of a higher sen-

aorial-emotive ratio toward Gothic literature.
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TABU: I
APPLICATION OF PLUTCHIK ' S EMOTIONAL THEORY TO TIIE RATIOS
AMONG SEHSORIAL ,

INTELLECTUll~ AND

EMOTIVE ELEMENTS

AS FOUND IH CHAPTER IV WITH THE AVERAGE DOMINANT
EMOTION RECORDED UNDER EACH EMOTIVE STATE

Avg .

I • +EK?LORATIO!'

Dorn.

Emot

Attentiveness

s. s

of

36

6. 7

Sil

Surprise

s. 1

26

Fear

7. 4

1 77

VII • DEPRIVATij in

"· 9

57

Dejection

6

27

VI I I . REJECTION

IV • INCORPORATION
Acceptance

Freq .

VI . PROTECTIO?

III . REPRODUCTIC IN

Pleasure

Avg .

of
Dom.
Emo1 . occur.

Occurren Je

II . DESTRUCT! Ot;
Anger

V. ORIENTATI m

Frequenc,,

4

ll2

Dislike

s. s

6
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Crossing of Primary 0yada.

The data with regard to

the results of crossing the primary dyads is stated in
Table II.

This effect was accomplished by combining the

adjacent pairs of primary emotions which formed a mixed
'

emotion in the aama manner that intermediate hues are
formed from two adjacent colors on the color-wheel.

A

mixture of two primary amotions results in a primary dyad.
From a close perusal of tha three short stories, "A Visit
of Charity," "A Worn Path," and "Asphodel" in their
entirety, oonaideration of the frequency of occurrence of
the average dominant emotion under Exploration and the
average dominant emotion under Destruction, the results of
crossing the primary dyads in I. and II. results in revenge.
Moving to "Anger, " plus III., "Pleasure," an emotion of mild
pride is evidenced.

The next dyads crossed are "Pleasure"

with "Acceptance" which results in mild friendship or love.
Crossing the primary dyad IV. Acceptance with the adjacent
primary dyad

v.

Surprise ~

results in strong curiosity.

Surprise crossed with Fear results in alarm or awe which
was much in evidence in the character of Old Phoenix in
"A Worn Path."

Fear and Dejection crossed

feelin K ot moderate to strong guilt.

produc~s

a

Forlornne ss, misery

and r morse are emotion mixtures formed by crossing
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Dejection and Dislike.
prevalent in •Asphodel.•

These emotions were found to be
Crossing Dislike with Attentive-

ness, which carries · back to the beginning of the loop, produces an emotion of mild cynicism, observed in "A Visit
of Charity," and "Aaphodel."
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TABLE II
OF CROSSI?lG

RESULTS

TIJE PRIMARY DYADS

PRIMARY DYADS

I.
II .

Attentiveness- + II .
Ange r- +

III .

III .

Pl easure- +

IV .

Acceptance

v.
VI .
VII .

VIII .

Sul'prise
Fear

+

Dislike

v.
VI .

+

VII .

Dejection

I.

( reven e )

( ild pride )

Acceptance
Surprise+
Fear

Dejection
VIII .

+

+

Pleasure-

IV .
+

An er

( mi ld love or friendship )
( strong curiosity )

( a larm or awe )
( uilt ,

Dis like

Attentiveness

oderate to strong)

( misery , remorse , forlornness
( mild cynioisn )
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Crossing the Secondary pyads.
sing the Secondary

~ads

The results of cros-

are stated in Table III.

This pro-

cedure was accomplished by the mixing of two primary emotions which are once removed on the emotion circle and
are called Seoondary Dyads.

Any combinations of emotions

which are nearly opposite each other lead to greater conflicts than combinations of adjacent emotions.

In an

analysis of the crossing of the Secondary Dyads, Attentiveness and Pleasure produce emotions of optimism, courage,
hopefulness and conceit.

Three of these emotions were

found in varying degrees in "A Worn Path ."

Hoving next to

Anger crossed with Acceptance the result is seen to be
Dominance and Power.

These particular emotions wore evi-

denced in the character of Hiss Sabina in "Asphodel."

Next,

Pleasure crossed with Surprise results in very minor
delight as depicted in the attitude of Old Phoenix in
"A Worn Path"also in the old maids of "Asphodel."

Acceptance

crossed with Fear, emotions prevalent in " A Visit of Charity"
and "Asphodel," results in submission.

Surprise cros ed

with Dejection , both emotions found in "Aaphodel" , producea
feelings of guilt.

Fear plus Dislike, pertinent to the

short story "Asphodel"
punishment.

~sults

in Emotions of shame and

Dejection plus Attentiveness results in mild
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pleasure as evidenced in the old negro woman in "A Worn
Path" and in the old naids in "Asphodel,"

Completing

the circle of Secondary Dyads of e motion mixtures, Dislike

plus Anger results in such emotions as scorn, loathin ,

hate, indignation, resentl:Mlnt and contempt all highly
manifested in "Asphodel."
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TABLE III
RESULTS OF CROSSING THE SE CONDARY DYADS

SECONDARY DYADS
I.

II .
III .
IV.

v.
VI .
VII .
VIII .

+ III .

Attentiveness

IV.

+

Anger

Pleasure

+

Acceptance
Surprise

rear

+

Dislike

v.

Suriprise

(very

+ VI .

Fear

( submission )

VIII .

Dejection

+

+

coura.s e ,
hopefulness , conceit )

( opti~ian ,

( dominance , power)

Acceptance

VII .

+

Pleasure

Dejection

Dislike
I.

II .

(embarrassment , disappointment)

( shame and punishment )

Attentiveness
Anger

minor deli ht )

( mild pleasure )

( scorn , loathin~ , hate , indi ...
nation , resentment , contempt )
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Crossin~

the Tertiary Dyads.

Results of Crossing

t he tertiary dyads of emotion mixtures is presented in
Table IV.

These dyads which are nearly opposite each other

on the emotion wheel involves emotions mixtures of rnoro
aom~lex

types such as fear and pleasure coMbined produce

an emotion of guilt.

When three emotions are mixed or

crossed the process of naminv, them becomes more difficult
as thr~e emotio~ are harder to describe than two emotion s
or one emotion.

The deeper the interactions become

between the emotions the greater the number of combinations of emotions are realized and zreater differencec of
intensities levels are possible.

An analysis of Table IV

shows that Attentiveness plus Acceptance. a third removed
dyt\d on the emotion wheel• produces an eMotion of minor

fatalism.

Picking up the second primary dyad. Anger and

crossing the emotion with Surprise produces outrage, hate

and resentment.
"Asphodel."

Aneer. guilt and Fear were shown in

Guilt is the result of crossing the eraotion

of Pleasure with Fear.

Proceeding to the intensity level

of Acceptance in the fourth primary emotion crossed with
Dejection results in resi gnation and sentimentalism shown
in the characters of all three stories.

Surprise plus

Dislike resulted in a minor rejection shown in the attitude
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ot the young girl in "A Visit of Charity."

Anxiety, cau-

tion, dread and distrust results by combining Fear and
Attentiveness shown in the character of Uisa Sabina in
"Asphodel," and Marion in "A Visit of Charity."

Also, in

the latter scory, envy and sulleness were evident in the
second old woman.

The three old maids in "Asphodel"

showed nild morbidness •

•
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TAB LE IV
RESULTS OF CROSSI NG THC TERTI ARY DYADS

I ..

II .

III .
IV .

v.
VI .
VII .
VIII .

Attentiveness

Anger

v.

+

Pleasure

VI .

Fear

+

+

•
r.

Dejection

Dislike

Acceptance

rear

VII .
VIII .

( minor f atalism)

Coutr e , hate , resent ent)
( guilt)

Dejection

Dislike

Attentiveness

+

+

IV.

Surprise

+

Acceptance

Surprise

+

II . Aneer
III . Pleasure

(resignation , sentimentality)

( minor rejection)
( anxiety , caution, drea d , ·
distrust )

( envy and sullenness)

( mild

ort.i dness)

llfO
Sumfllary

of Net Dyad Results.

Table V presents the

net dyad result with concensus of complex emotions, with
starred refeNnce to eMotive tones correlatin" \.dth esohatologieal tel'.'Tl\s.
under

Purr enotions a8 evidenced in Acceptance

Incorporatio~

has approximately the same intensity

as the purr emotion of

Attentiven~ss

under Exploration

leading to positive clues of eeneorial-emotive elements
in the short stories.

Terms indioatinF, heavy emotions

associated with Gothic effects are indicated in the term

ot

"reven ~e "

which describes the attitude of Miaa Sabina

in "Asphodel"; "alarm,• which pictures the thT"ee old maids
in the same story,

"awe• and "alarm," "submission,"

"forlornness," and •anxiety" are terms of a goth1o nature

particularly prevalent in •A Worn Patn.•

The second old

woman in "A Visit of Charity• reflects emotions of "hate,•
"morbidness," "anxiety," •pessimism,• •contempt,• and
"cynicism."

Light terms associated w!th Anti-Gothic effects

are prevalent in lower ratios in the three stories.
though such terms as

"coura ~e

Al-

•" "hopefulness•• "minor

delight," and "mild pride" a ll apply to

~

majority of the

characters of the short stories, particularly to Old Phoenix, they are over-powered by the heavy, fallinp, masculine
termc which indicate a tendency to Neogothic structure in

the literature of Eudora We lty.
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Eschatological !actors are observed in the starred
references of "alarm," "guilt," "cynicism ," "dominance,"
"submission," "shame," and "hate ," as emotive elements
pertaining to man 'e concepts of good and evil.

ia.2
TABLE V

NET DYAD RESULT WITH COHCENSUS OF COUPLEX EMOTIOUS 1 WITH
STARRED REFERENCE TO EMOTIVE TONES CORRELATING HTH
ESCUATOLOGICAL TERMS

---------- ----

- -

ASSOCIATE WIT!! ArtTI -

ASSOCIATE "lITH GOTHIC
HEAVY

.

GOTHIC LIGHT

Revenge

nubmis cion •

Alarm "

Er.iba1-i'a 8

Awe

Shame

*

Gui l t

Forlornne

8

-

*

n te

ttinor Delight

~

Remorse

Anxiety

Cynicism •

Envy

'Jf

Courage
Hopefulness

Contempt

*

Uild friendGhip

Pessimis

Misery

Domin nee

nt

Hild Pride

Morbidness

These 1 above all 1 seam to be the emotions most

high l y e phasized.

GUILT

nm a;;;~JCE

SHAME

SUBMISSION

ALARM

RESIGNATION

1~3

A Summary of Chapter v.

An application of Plutchik's

Emotional Theory to the entire contents of the three short
stories, "A Visit of Charity," "A r-lorn Path," and ".\sphodel"
of Eudora Welty has demonstrated by the consistencies of the
ratios of heavy toneo,

fallin ~

sounds of positive states of

mind combined with dominant masculine terminolop.y that
dominant emotions of "Guilt," "Shame," "Alarm," " Dominance ,•
"Submission," and "Resignation," above all seeJn to be the

emotions most highly emphasized.

Only those terms relating

to reinforced emotions were considered.

The results of

Table V show a consensus of complex emotions with starred
reference to "alarm," "guilt," "forlornness," "cynicism,•
"dominance," "submission," "shame," and "hate" as beinP,
Neogothic elements which concern themselves with

thin~s

inexplicable, violent. grotesque , and supernatural all of
which reflect eschatological elements of sin, death, Heaven,
hell, reward and punishDent. soul and rebirth.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The art of writing on an author as contemporary as
Eudora Welty has the disadvantage of being almost too close
for perspective if the questions, contemp'!rary conclicts,
and crises in all fields are as much the part of the reader
as of the contemporary writer.

On tho other hand, however,

writing on the art of a past distant writer has its omi
disadvantages, among which two of the most acute are judging in terms of one's own era--or the writer's--, not knowing intimately the meanings or values inherent in the setting of the earlier art.

The neo-emphasis on the language

of the literary work as such--in this case, the short story
of Eudora Welty--, enables the

en~lyst

to center on the

personality meanings carried by the words as such, somewhat distinct from the more indescribable or subjective
ways of the impressionable methods.
I.

SUll1l'MRY

Eudora Welty 1 s short stories as stories have not been
the primary issue in this thesis.

The problem to be resolved

by a linguistic approach is tha't,of relating aspects of

1~5

of pcraonality in auch a uay as to decide, through n oerniatatistioal method,

whethe~

the tones of the statements of

the units comprising the stories equate the neo-Gothic
notes said to be a central thesis in Welty•o short st:ory
art.

Meo-Gothic itself, as a term, is no small problem.

However, since the best definitive reaearch has indicated
a form and content of writing involving esohatologica:l

elements as sin, despair, pain, punishment, hell, heaven,
red<!mption as Gothic, the linguistical approach has been to
analyze randomly chosen short stories--tudova Wclty--to
ascertain words, linkad to eschatology, and thus, to tragedy.
The analyses of the three short
Charity," nA Worn Path," and

11

atori~s

uA Visit of

AsJ)hodel," reveal a con-

sistenoy in the ratios of' the no.ture of the term "Heogothio" llZ relevant to the work of Eudora Welty n."ld show
eschatological elemsnts as part of their Neogothic structure.

An

assesement of the rnerulings as carried through

the positive and negative elements relative to the title of
the short stories supported by clues discovered in the
stoi:ov context, followed by objective conclusions has been
roaolved through close scrutiny and found to be consistent

with other elemente--Gothio down, Anti-Gothic up, purr and

snax>l 1 .falling and rioing, he01vy and light, and masculine
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and feminine--matheraatically measured.

The first five

tables, exclusive of PluchiJ'k's, reveals consistency in
terms of the overall Gothic tone and in terms of the
attributes of the Gothic tone such as heavy, falling masculine elements.
However, the inductive theory, applied through this
phase, affords a proof and consistency only within itself.
Recourse has been substantially accepted by such schools
of psychology as the Freudians, the Jungians. and the
Gestalt followers.

Pluchi.i'k 1 s theory of emotions 1 backed

by sophisticated thinking and strong clinical research
and experimentation, takes into account man's comp le': of
emotive states, with their pure emotions within the state.
The dyads are c?'Ossed in keeping with a more realistic
understanding as to how many respond to all experience
through fusing emotions.

Through applying the different

intensities in each state to the line, sentence and
behavorial impact of the language of the short stories, a
complex of emotions has been derived.

These emotions,

assessed for the Gothic, eschatological, and tragic tones
of the stories, in whole and in part, have been evaluated
in the light of the tables derived from the inductive
approach.

The results seem mutually supporting.

Ratios
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among mind, heart 9 and body have been consistent from the
analytical approach as well as from the results of the
application of Pluchi/k's emotional theory.

In terms of

these ratios the following specific findings are noted.
Specifically, the findings are that careful attention to the phonological elements of the language of
Eudora Welty 1 s short stories reveals consistent ratios
among personality elements favoring a dark, brooding
destructive, and corrosive tragic and Gothic tone symphony
in thsJlanguage.

That such words, phrases, sentences, and

behavorial uni ts, expressed in words are found in the short
stories has been

sho~m.

The next question has been to discover through phonological arrangements of meaning bearing and meaning carrying
sounds whether there is a consistent ratio among the
of sense, sensibility, and sensation.

wo~ds

Such discoveries

have been made and such a ratio has been discovered.

The

analysis has ranged from the inductive approach of microcomposition--phonemes, morphemes, words--, through macrocomposition such as sentences or paragraph units.

The

vowel sounds in combinations, the tone texture of the sentence in terms of the adjective and adverb shifts, the input
or insert sentence interplay, soundwise 0 have been picked
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out, compared and set in tabular form with respect to ratios
among the personality factors of reason, volitions and sensations.

The ratios appear to be consistent within the lim-

its of sound discriminations where the discrimination has
to be assessed on three different levels--in psycholinguistical fashion.
To ensure as much objectivity as posaible, the same
random sampling ia not employed for each table of information but the same technique of sampling is used.

Since

human aounds of human meaning do not exist within themselves, the ratios have had to be equated and measured in
terms of something or someone.

The themes, grossly subsumed,

show brief attempts to reach physical, intellectual, and
emotive light in a spiraling upward thrust; the counter
downward forces, as in Gothic tradition, are dominant.
Thus, the ratios are extended from pure measurement in terms
of sense. sensation, Gothic, the anti-Gothic, and the feminine and the masculine.

In terms of these results tho

following conclusions are made.
TI
II.

CONCLUSIO!tS

At this point the factors which this thesis set forth
to be proven such as the nature of the term "Neogothic" as
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relevant to.the writings of Eudora Welty·determined'by the
application of 9ensorial 9 intellectual, and emotive parts
·of personality through an analysis of the titles or the
short stories, selecting clues from the story.context to
support the titles and drawing' objective conclusions has
·been verified by the statistics in the various tables that
the words of the short stories themselves can provide
clues to the meanings rather than rely:1rtg on an assumption
of the reader.

In addition to the statistics sho'flll in

Chapter V the ratios show that there are definite Gothic
· tones leading to Bsche.to1ogical vie\"lS as evidenced in the.

analyses of "A Visit of Charity, 11 "A Worn Path,'' and
"Asphodel,"

whi~

are presented in detail in Chapter Ill.

Also, that ratios can be discovered in greater than santen~e

units iri terms of one paragraph or morei and in

terms of a single word.

These ratios tested by phono-

logical criteria and psychological contacts are consistent with the understanding that inconsistencies are also
revealed.

These inconsistencies are found in the ·1~ght,

ris:l.ng 9 feminine ratios.

Finally these rati.os can be

tested with consistent results against Pluohik' s emotive
theory.
The application of Pluohik's theory
shows in Chapter

v,

Tables I and II that

or

emot~ons,

the,pr~cess

of
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the repeated statements and gestures of the different
characters in different stories ahow that the character•,
while not Eudora Welty herself, operate in auch a fashion
that •••ma to be a atyle particularly her own--a style
Neogothic in nature.

An

echo of verb patterns ia stated

in th• same "to be" type sentence opening each story.
A pattern ia eatablished aa Eudora Welty tends to repeat
verbs, phrases, and even sentences.

attuned to the paat

ten•• which emphasizes "state," and "condition," of the
time and place where the story begins, as in keeping with
Gothic psychology and philosophy.

These verbs tend to

keep the mass down, while spirea tend to thrust up as
in Anti-Gothic elements.
Thus, the statistical ratios drawn through the
various components of Eudora Welty•a literary structure
confirming an eachatological theme relating to man•a concept of immortality through eachatological reactions toward
heaven, hell, soul, death, punishment, reward, j udgment-and thence to significant units of sound, meaning arrangements of phonemes, and

rosser atructures--aentencea, and

paragraph, the Neogothic elements attributed to Eudora
Welty'• short story art have been found consistent.

Using

a mathematically-measured approach serves to confirm theae
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findings.

The deductive approach from Plutchik's Emotive

Theo!'Y haa shown the compatibility of the separate findinga
to be aonsietent in terms of the whole Emotive Theory.
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APPENDIX

APPEN DIX A
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A PATTERN OF "TO BE" TYPE SENTENCES AS SHOWN IN THE
INTRODUCTORY SENTEHCES Ill EACtl OF THE SHORT

OF GREEN BY I: UDORA 1t: LTY
"Asphodel"

It was a cloudless day--a

round
------------------------winds

tt A Still Moment"

hill where the wnrm

blew .

It was the hour of

-------~~----..-..~

"A Visit o f Charity"

~\'TlSet .

It was nid- morning--a very
-----------cold bri ght day .

It was necember--a bright
- - - - - - - - - -frozen day in the early

" A Won1 Path"

mom in~ .

" Clyt ie"

It was late afternoon .

----------------------------It

" Death of a Trave l ing Salesman"
"The Wide Net"
" The Key"

-

But this was October and
it was six months ~way .

-----------------

It was quiet in the wait-

-------------------------ing

"First Love"

was a lonv dr y.

room--.

--It was the bitterest
--------------------winter of them all.

"The Purp l e Hat"

It was !n a bar , a quiet---------------------....t w~s ~~ur o'clod~ ----

" Lily Daw and The Three Ladies"

"A Piece of News

t~. Watte and !~r:; . Carson
--weNI' bnth i~ th pc=t
of fice----

She had been out in the

-----------------rain .
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LISTS OF REPEATED WORDS AND ACTIONS Hl THE THREE SHORT

STORIES " A VI SIT

or

CHARITY ."

n ASPHODE L"

ft

A WORN PATH '" AND

BY EUDORA WE LTY

ACTIONS
Swayin

from side to side

Sitting stiff in a chair
Staring straight ahead
£xtending arms from elbows
One foot forward
Characters lying motionless and prone
lJp and down and around

Lifting of one eyebrow
bending f orward at moments of crisis

Up a hill and climbing stairs ; going down steps or a hill
WORDS

Bible

Three

Shoe a

Medicine

Peaches

Yellow Hair

Hal f - circle

Nocm

Shadows

Patched counterpane

St airs

Square

Nurse

Dark Room

Round

Thom

Lily

Mountain

Claw

Three People

Child
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WORDS continued.
Grapes

Bottle

Vine

Potr.agrani 't&

Tree

~9!&ocl

Figs

Purple

Foot

Net

Stillness

Yellow

Buzznrd

Peaoh Trees

THESI S ABST RACT

RATIOS AMONG SEISORIAL, INTELLECTUAL, AfJD ATTITUDINAL
ELEMENTS IN EUDORA WELTY'S SHORT STORIES
Jean Dillon Johnson, M. A.
Morehead State University, 1967

Director of Thesiss _____D_r_.__Le
__
w_i_a__
W_e_a_l_e.y__B_a_ni_...e_s_____
Eudora welty has some substantial reputation in the
literary field as an author of "Significant Southern Renaaence qualities in American letters."

(Rubin).

The teri

"Neogothic" has been ascribed to her style and content by
various critics.

Walty•s art t;'9flecta a profound interest

in the eachatological aspects of man's relationship to a
universal religious theme as is shown, subtly, through her
short story characters.

In her own words, Eudora We lty

reflects life as she sees its experiences.

Her f irst story,

"Death of A Traveling Salesman," published in 1936 1 f irst
set the basic trends of her thought.

Reviewe rs cha racte ris-

tically refer to her as narrator, painter, and photogr a pher
in words.
The Problem
The purpose of thia thesis is to aaseaa linguistically
the emotive or attitudinal elements aa well as the aenaori al
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and intellectual qualities in the author's short stories.
The purpose is not to state the beliefs of the author, but
to evaluate her short stories from their context in relationships to mind, heart, and hand, to the three points of
basic personality from which man is motivated.
structures for the short story are

u.~ique

Linguistic

in focusin g on

the ratios among the sensorial, intellectual, and attitudinal elements as applied to the central theme of the
story.

The problem is to discover the ratios amon r aspects

of personality in Eudora ·.relty's short stories, with three
chosen by random sample.
Sources of Data
Becavt&

~he

thesis must reveal the analysis of cet'-

tain short stories (by Eudora Welty) in such a way as to
focus on the characters' employment of idea, sensory
element, and attitude in their behavioral aspects, aspects
bringing them into eschatological implications, the sources
of data must include and demand strict recourse to the
language of the short stories themselves; (2) a linguistic
philosophy of literature; and (3) a sophisticated emotive
theory adequate to measure human attitudes.

The sources

of data then are the author's words in the selected short
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stories; linguistic philosophy of literatul"e as found in
Beards ley's Aesthetics and Goodman's Structure

£!.

Literaturei

and the comnensurable Theory !?,! Emotions by Pluchiok.
Methods and Procedures
In methodology and procedural work random sampling
for the short stories chosen ia employed.

The micro-

structures of the composition on free morpheme and bound
morpheme levels are assessed in terms of emotive-sensorialintellectual tones.

Such as is true in grosser structures,

as in sentences , through the macro unit of a behavorial
experience.

A aeries of opposites, in keeping with the

Gothic tone assessed are measured in terms of "snarl" and
"purr" words .

1'hese opposites by

random sampling through

the short stories are measured in terms of mathematical
ratios.

Mathematical ratios are then compared with and

contrasted to the result of the Pluchikian analysis on
emotive tones.

Major Findings
Major findin gs indi cate through random samp ling of
the short stories and random sampling of the sentences within the short stories , the ratios among the different

opposites are consistent; that the eschatological tones of

'
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I.,

the Gothic temperament are consistent with the,ratios
discovered in· a phonological survey,of.tht;! language ·Of
.the stories .~nd finally/ th~t; tlie rati~~ among ·personality factors established phonologically
.
'

are·_. consistent
.
'

with the psy:chological_ theory based .on fusing simple
.,•

emotions across.· -differ'1int states•
"

'

'

'
1!l!a Con~l;~~ons •. Thr6ugh. the.

lite~~~Y

structur-

"

ing of eschatological-notes, and thence-to phonemic,

..

'"

.morphemic, and. grosser structure analysis, the.Nao• '

'

-

•

.

l

Go.thic elements ascribed to: Eudor,a Welty• s short story
'
"
art have been found-. consistent._ -Using a modlfied lin.; ' ,.
guistical-statistical approach.has"served to confirm·
'these findings.,' Finally,· the. deductive approach frolr\

~luch:ik•s emotive th~ory has sho~-the. co~patibility of
_.,

·the separate . finding's to be. 'consistent in terms of a
:

'

'•'

'
I

-

'

•'

whole·emot:Lve ·theory.
'

\

